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Ice new
concern
fop local
motorists

Henley

Tobacco tax
proposal voted
down by House
committee

Numerous minor
incidents reported
by local authorities _

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
ark-fired tobacco growers in Calloway County,.
and across
western
Kentucky have been fighting a
proposed change in Kentucky's
taxing system that would levy
higher taxes on smokeless
tobacco based on pnce instead
of weight; one of many moves
the General Assembly is considering to help balance the
Commonwealth's
estimated
$1.5 billion budget shortfall.
They got their wish Tuesday
afternoon as the proposal
included in House Bill 296 was
rejected
by
the
House
Appropriations and Revenue
Cornmittee by a 14-12 vote.
according to an Associated
Press report this morning.
Under the bill, the Uix on premium, moist snuff wouid have
been based on price rather than

D

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Wtiter
armer weather after the recent snowfall has brought a new problem to
local roads: ii;e
As temperatures rose and fell yesterday.,
snow began to melt and then re-freeze. causing dangerous slick spots on roads. Both the
Murray Police Department and the Calloway
County Sheriff's Office reported nothing but
minor wrecks despite the ice. but advised caution to motorists. 114PD Sgt. Tracy Guge said
they responded to more than 20 wrecks since
Monday, but none of them were major.
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet had
crews out working last night after dnfting
snow began to blow onto highways, along
with a slight addition of snowfall. In a release
sent this moming by Keith Trxid, spokesman
for the Kentucky Department cf. Highways, he
said some portions of the Western Kentucky.
Parkway had visibility down to a few hundret
yards at times.
Todd advised motonsts to allow for extra.
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Home, Lawn, Farm
Show scheduled for
RSEC this weekend

Tomoasow
30s

30s
lOs

Dailv Forecast
By The associated

PileSS

Wednesday...Partly sunny.
Highs ln the lower 30s
Norttwest winds 10 tc 20 mph.
Wednesday night...Partly
cioudy Lows around 16
Thursday...Partly
sunny.
Highs in the mid 30s.
Thursday
night Partiy
cloudy. Lows around 18.
Friday...Mostly cloudy with a
20 percent chance of snow
Highs in the upper 30s.
Friday night...Mostly cloudy.
Lows in the mid 20s
Saturday ..Mostly
cloudy
Highs In the lower 40s.
Saturday
night. Mosfly
cloudy Lows in the mid 20s.
Sunday...Partly sunny. Highs
in the lower 40s.
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Pictured a.bove, students make their
way across a snow-covered Murray
State University campus Tuesday
moming.
left, an unidentified resident can be seen at MSU with a
snowman on the roof of his vehicle.

nom RSEC

Whom: Fri., Sat., & Sun.

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Wnter
The Home, Lawn and Farrn Show wilt
return to the Regional Special Events
Center in Murray this weekend.
Now in the 2Ist year, the show brings it
wide variety of vendors to the RSEC. The
show opens Friday, Feb. 12, from 4 p.m. to
7 p.m.. and continues Saturday from 10
a.m. to 7 p.m. and Sunday from noon to 4
p.m. Admission is free to the public.
•See

Page 2A

Domestic violence bill has
support of women's advocates
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Women's advocates across
Kentucky are pushing for passage of House Bill 189, otherwise known as the Omnibus
Domestic Violence Bill.
Carla Owens, the outreach
advocate in Calloway and
Marshall
counties
for
Merryman House Domestic
Cnsis Center, said that probably the bill's most important
provision is the one that would
allow someone who is 18 or
older to get an emergency protective order against someone
she or he is dating. Current
laws only allow EPOs if the
alleged abuser is a spouse or
forrner spouse of the victim, a
family member. lives or has
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lived in the sarne household or
shares a child.
Among several other provisions, the bill would also direct
the Administrative Office of
the Courts tc create a statistical
compilation of all reportable
criminal offenses, which
would be searchable by
offense, county and date and
would be phased in July 1,
2011.
Rep. Melvin Henley (DMurray) said the bill sounds
reasonable and that he would
likely vote for it in its current
form. He said he hadn't heard
from anyone who was opposed
to the bill. He added. though,
that the bill could change by
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6,P Photoi-ne Paducah Sun. johr 'Wright
CHANGES PLEA: Kevin Wayne Dunlap, right, confers with attorney James Gibson before
a pre-trial conference in Livingston Circuit Court in Smithland. on Tuesday morning, Feb. 9.
Dunlap changed his plea from not guilty to guilty in the triple murder o.f three children in
Trigg County, in October 2008. See story on page 2A
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•Tax proposal ...
From Front

KYSER LOUGH,Ledger & Tunes
SNOW FORT: Kathryn James. 10, spent Tuesday afternoon working on a snow fort with her mom, Sylvia. Kathryn used plastic buckets to form building blocks that she stacked up to create the fort.

IN Home, lawn, farm ...
From Front
"We will have anything from
lawn equipment to home decor
to construction. remodeling,
pest control, flooring, generators, security. tractors. insurance
and financial, even energy-effi. gient products," said Amy
Gannon, marketing consultant
for the show's sponsor, Forever
Communications.
Gannon said more than 125
businesses will set up shop on
die upper level and main floor
of the RSEC. as well as outside.
She added that she encourages
vendors to hold drawings for
door prizes and many of them
will have products to give away.
A new section added this year
"Woman's World." which will

•Domestic violence ...

feature products directed at the
female demographic and items
for Valentine's Day.
"This year the show is more
diversified and will accommodate many more people."
Gannon said."We have vendors
from six different states arid are
expecting 10,000 people from
around the region."
The show will also have educational seminars every 30 minutes. Some of the presenters
include Briggs and Stratton,
and
Nursery
Rightway
Landscaping and Bank of Cadiz
& Trust Company.
A kids area will also be set up.
with inflatable games and activities for children.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray Independent Board of Education is scheduled
to meet at 6 p.m. on Thursday, Feb. 11, in the central office
boardroom of the Carter Administration Building on S. 13th
Street. On the agenda for the meeting is consideration of nonresident contracts and a roofing project at Murray Elementary
School.
• The Calloway County School Board wiil meet in regular
session Thursday night, but with a time and location change.
The board will meet at 5 p.m. at the Board Office on College
Farm Road. Items on the agenda include district and school
report cards, 2010/2011 calendar committee recommendations. an executive session for a student disciplinary hearing,
an executive session for possible litigation and then an action
item on the possible litigation.
• To report a Town Crier item call 753-1916.

Share an
extra-large
sirloin steak
with IWO
buffets and
IWO potatoes!

From Front
the time it comes out of committee.
Owens said she wanted to
encourage Kentuckians to contact their representatives and ask
them to support the bill.
According to the Lexington
Herald-Leader, the bill was
debated in the House Judiciary
Committee last Wednesday. but
the committee delayed the vote
after members raised questions
about how much it would cost to
implement the provisions arid
how it would be administered
by the state's courts system. The
bill contains portions of six
House bills, which were
prompted in part by the shooting
of Amanda Ross outside her
Lexington home last September.
Steve Nunn, a former state
representative and gubernatohal
candidate who is also the son of
the late former Republican Gov.
Louie B. Nunn, has been
charged in connection with her
death. Ross had sought a protective order from the courts before
she died. it was reported. House

Bill 1, known as "Amanda's
Law," would give judges the
authority to use electronic tracking devices in domestic violence cases and has already
cleared the House, but was
debated in the Senate on
Thursday. without a final vote.
Some lawmakers questioned
whether or not Kentucky's constitution would allow a GPS
tracking device to be attached to
someone that hadn't been
charged with a crime.
Rep. Mike Cherry (DPrinceton), a co-sponsor of the
bill, said the bill would be put
up for a vote Way(Wednesday)
when the House Judiciary'
Committee met. He said there
could be substitutions in the bill,
but he did not expect them to
have a negative impact on its
overall quality.
According to a Jan. 17 HeraldLeader editorial, Kentucky is in
a minority of states where
domestic violence victims can't
get protective orders unless they
have been married to or lived
with their alleged abusers.

Songwriters' night to feature Exile members
A "Super Hit" Writers' Night
featurtng members of the group
Exile (Sonny Lemaire and J.P.
Pennington with Tim Ryan) will
be held Friday. Feb. 12, at Main
Street Java, on the west side of
the court square in Benton. All
proceeds from the event will go
to Relay for Life, it was reported.
The writers have more than 24
No. I songs including: "Kiss
You All Over:" "Woke Up In
Love:" "Last Day Of My Life.,"
"She's A Miracle.," "Take Me
Down:" "Beautiful Mess:"
"Fall;" "The Closer You Get:"
"Super Love:" "I Could Get

t

Used To You;" "When She
Cries:""Too Good To Be True:"
"Somewhere Down In Texas:"
"Hang On To Your Heart:" and
more. Their songs have been
recorded by such artists as:
George Strait; Alabama; Exile;
Diamond Rio; Clay Walker;
Phil Vassar Restless Heart, and
more.
Tickets are $20 each and
advance tickets are required.
Doors will open at 5 p.m., and
the show time is 6:30 p.m. to 9
p.m. For tickets or for more
information call (270)527-1811
or 210-9882.

weight. That change would have
increased the tax from 19 cents
to alsout 29 cents a tin.
Rep. Tonuny Thompson, DOwensboro, the sponsor of the
legislation, has several smokeless tobacco manufacturers in
his district. The companies that
make smokeless tobacco and
employ hundreds of Kentucky
employees should not be at a
disadvantage to producers that
do not have manufacturing
facilities in Kentucky, he said.
"It's about Kentucky jobs."
Thompson said. "It's about equitable taxes."
Calloway and other local
growers were concerned that the
change would adversely affect
the local tobacco economy.
Richard Smotherman, a Lynn
Grove grower, told the Murray
L,edger & Times that taxes on
premium brands could spike 58
percent if the proposal became
law. Smotherrnan was one of
numy growers that traveled to
Frankfort to lobby against the
hill. Calloway and other western
Kentucky counties are among
the leading sources of dark-fired
tobacco used to produce quality
snuff in the nation.
However the bill had its supporters. Dan Mulhaney. a
spokesman for Sweden-based
Swedish Match, which operates
in
center
pi ocessing
a
Owensboro. says the company
supported the bill and that the
switch could be a good move for
Kentucky's economy. Swedish
Match produces Red Man,
Timber Wolf and Longhorn
brands. Mulhaney said the proposed tax structure would fairly
hike levies on higher-priced
smokeless tobacco; a move
which he pointed out is conunon
in sales of other foreign or
American-made products.
However Fifth District Rep.
Melvin Henley. D-Murray. is

Mrs.

opposed to the move. He says
the loss ofjobs and market share
by U.S. tobacco companies
could overshadow any gains
Swedish Match would bring:
jobs that have been promised,
but not certain.
He also questioned why.
Sweden, the company's home
base, continues to tax by the
same system now used in
Kentucky.
"If this method of taxation is
so fair, why does Sweden use
the same taxation method that
we now have," Henley said.
"Why doesn't Sweden change
their method to the one they
want us to use. They claim to
purchase Kentucky tobacco, but
so far have produced no one
from whom they purportedly
buy."
Henley says the move is a blatant attempt to get a tax break
for a foreign company and a tax
increase for a U.S. company.
"Thereby making the foreign
product more competitive, leading to more sales, and maybe a
handful of new jobs in
Owensboro with the attendant
layoffs at U.S. tobacco as they
lose market share," Henley said.
"Reminds me of when NAFTA
passed Congress."
Dr. Tony Brannon. dean of
Murray State University's
School of Agriculture, says the
market should deterrnine product decisions and not the legislature.
"I fully support the hard working dark-fired tobacco farmers
of Calloway County and those
companies who purchase this
tobacco." Brannon said. "Much
of the higher quality tobacco
grown in this region goes into
the 'premium' product lines. For
those who use the product, the
'premium' vs. 'price-value.
product decision should be
decided by consumer choice and
not legislative taxation."

•Ice new concern
From Front
travel time and, to be alert for
blowing and drifting snow
along with patches of ice.
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Calloway County School
were out today, but M urray
Independent Schools were ir
session.

Woman misses deer; vehicle lands in ditch
ran oft the roadway into the
Staff Report
A Hazel woman was injured ditch. She was transported to
Monday after swerving to miss the Murray-Calloway Counts
a deer.
Hospital with non-life threatenAccording to Kentucky State
ing injuries. Trooper Brad
Police, Amanda Daniels, 26, of
assisted at the scene
Hazel, was driving west on Haley was
Mitchell Story Road when a by Calloway County Fire
deer crossed the road in front of Rescue and Murray-Calloway
her. She swerved to miss it and County EMS.

Dunlap wants guilty plea
in death of three children
SMITHLAND, Ky.(AP)— A C.A. Woodall on Tuesday that
western Kentucky man accused he wants to plead guilty because
of killing three children and "it's what I feel is right ".
assaulting their mother is telling Woodall rejected Dunlap's
a judge he wants to plead guilty attempt to plead guilty but mento the charges.
tally ill.
Jury selection in Kevin
Dunlap is accused of killing
Wayne Dunlap's triple-murder
5-year-old boy and the child',
trial was set to begin on
14- and I7-year-old sisters and
Wednesday. The Kentucky New
attacking
their mother at their
Era reports that Dunlap wants to
halt the trial by pleading guilty home in rural Trigg County.
Dunlap's attorney, James.
to the 1 1 charges, including
murder, rape, kidnapping and Gibson, declined to commeni
arson.
when reached Tuesday.
Dunlap told Circuit Judge
See photo on page I.
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Mrs. Jean Franks. 71, Murray, died 'Tuesday. Feb.9, 2010, at 1:15
p.m. at her home. She was born April 29, 1938 in Dyersburg, Tenn.
Her husband, James Lewis Franks, preceded her in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Teresa Ann Gibson. Dyersburg,
Tenn.; one sister. Mary Jane Riley, Newbem, Tenn.; one brother,
Ernest Riley Sr. and wite, Annie, Murray.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.

Mrs. Ruby Lorene Hicks

Mrs. Ruby Lorene Hicks, 87, Murray, died today (Wednesday o,
Feb. 10, 2010, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements

Joint Omer Rough

John Omer Kough. 84, Farmington, died Sunday., Feb. 7, 2010, at
Vanderbilt Medical Center, Nashville, Tenn. He was the retired
owner and operator of Kough Equipment Inc.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Omer and Alma Lee
Kimble Kough.
Survivors include his wife, Mara Kough, to whom he had been
married for 61 years; one son, Johnny L. Kough and wife, Martha.
and one daughter, Carol Ann Wood arid husband, Jim, all et
Farmington; five grandchildren, Patrick Koligh and wife. Barbara,
Murray, and Amanda Diel kind husband, Joe, Adam Kough and wife,
Candice, James Wood and Jason Wood, 411 of Farmington: nine
great-grandchildren.
A private family service will be in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Horne, Mayfield. Burial will be in the Burnetts Chapel Cemetery.
B Gensic will officiate. Visitation will be at the funeral home front
5 to 8 p.m. Thursday.

Toyota seeking damage
control in auto recall
WASHINGTON (AP) --- In
public, Toyota is running apologetic TV ads and vowing to win
back customers' trust. Behind
the scenes, the besieged carmaker is trying to learn all it can
about congressional investigations, maybe even steer them if
it can.
It's part of an all-out drive by
the world's biggest auto manufacturer to redeem its once unassailable brand — hit anew on
Tuesday as Toyota's global
recall ballooned to 8.5 million
cars and trucks.
The day's safety recall of
440,000 of its flagship Prius and
other hybrids, plus a Tokyo
news conference where the
company's president read a
statement in English pledging to
"regain the confidence of our
customers." underscored a
determination to keep buyers'
faith from sinking to unrecoverable depths.
In Washington. facing congressional inquiries and government investigations, Toyota
through its lawyers and lobbyists is working full-speed to salvage its reputation.
The confidential strategy —
Toyota will say little publicly
about its efforts — includes
efforts to sway upcoming hearings on Capitol Hill and is based

GREG TRAVIS

'War Widows'fighting useless battle?

on experiences by companies
that have survived similar consumer and political crises — and
those that haven't.
Rep Bart Stupak, D-Mich,
said Toyota representatives visited his offices seeking to learn
all they could.
"They're probing us. 'What
are you going to ask us, where
are you going with this whole
thing?"' said Stupak, who is
chairman of a House subcommittee looking into Toyota's
problems.
Toyota, which reported
spending more than $4 million
on lobbying last year, declined
to discuss details of its plans.
The company has "beefed up
our team" by hiring additional
lobbyists, lawyers and public
relations experts to "work with
regulators and lawrnakers collaboratively towards a successful recall effort, ensuring proper,
diligent compliance," spokeswoman Cindy Knight said in an
e-mail to The Associated Press.
Rough headlines for Toyota
continued Tuesday.
In other developments State
Farm, the largest U.S. auto
insurer, said it had informed federal regulators late in 2007 about
growing reports of unexpected
acceleration in Toyotas.

Senate Democrats
unveil jobs package
WASHINGTON (AP) — officially released. The draft has
Senate Democrats circulated a very few new ideas for creating
jobs bill Tuesday that's light on jobs. other than a $10 billion
new initiatives on boosting hir- plan to exempt companies from
ing and heavy with provisions paying the employer's share of
sought by lobbyists for business Social Secunty paymll taxes for
groups, doctors and the satellite new hires if they are unemployed and hired this year.
broadcasting industry.
The idea, by Sens. Chuck
Senate Democrats were
working to round up Republican Schumer, D-N.Y., and Orrin
support. hoping to hand Hatch, R-Utah, is regarded as
President Barack °barna a badly more workable than President
needed political victory before Barack Obama's plan for ta.x
Congress breaks for Presidents credits of up to $5,000 for new
hires because it is simpler and
Day next week.
Republicans are willing pa.-t- gets the tax breaks to businesses
ners because much of the bill is faster.
The plkui does give employmade up of tax breaks they support, though many GOP senators ers, however, a scaled-back
said they were still waiting to credit of $1,000 for new hires
kept on payroll for at least a
see the details.
The 362-page measure is still year.
in draft form and has not been

WASHINGTON (AP) — For
a decade, war widows in matching yellow suit jackets and hats
quietly and persistently have
knocked on Capitol Hill doors
seeking an end to the -widows'
tax," a government policy that
depnves them of benefits from
their husbands' military service.
They are always warmly
received, but that's where the
Despite
ends.
hospital ity
pledges of help from scores of
federal officials — including
President Barack Obama and
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi —
their long quest remains unfulfilled.
Every year since 2005, the
Senate has voted to eliminate the
policy that denies widows ttie
ability to collect tioth a military
survivor's benefit and the full
annuity bought when their military husbands were alive. But in
each of those years, the fit was
dropped when House and Senate
negotiators wrote the final bill in
private.
"What we always hear is that
there is just no funding for us.
•Sorry, this is not your year,"'
said Vivianne Wersel, chairwoman of the Government

Relations Committee at Gold
Star Wives of Amenca. Her husband died of a heart attack in
2005, days after retuming from
his second tour in Iraq. "What
happens behind closed doors,
we get thrown under the bus."
The widows' tax is a law that
won't allow surviving spouses
to receive the retirement pay due
them when their spouse died
from a cause related to military
service, and at the same time
collect the full annuity — essentially an insurance policy most
of their spouses opted to buy.
They paid an average of 6.5 percent of their retirement pay in
premiums, often $100 or more a
month.
Because one benefit is subtracted from the other. affected
surviving spouses lose about
$1,000 a month on average.
There are about 54,000 survivors who are affected by the
policy. whose spouses served in
conflicts from World War II to
Afghanistan, and that number
could grow.
The widows say politicians
have promised time and time
again to help them. but they
don't.

Part of the problem is the
cost. Eliminating the offset in
benefits is expensive, said Sen.
Bill Nelson. D-Fla.. who has
been the widows' longtime ally.
Making good on the promise
would cost $6.7 billion over a
decade.
But knowing the cost hasn't
stopped politicians from promising to help.
Pelosi, as House minority
leader in 2005, took up the widows' cause as part of the
Democrats' GI Bill of Rights,
before her party gained control
of Congress.
Two years later, Obama, then
a senator, co-sponsored legislation to eliminate the offset just
before he spoke at a Gold Star
Wives reception on Capitol Hill.
In his budget proposal to the
Congress last week, he didn't
include it.
Kimberly Hazelgrove. 36, of
Lorton, Va., whose husband died
in Iraq in 2004, said she recalls
Obama coming to the reception
and promising to help them. The
36-year-old mother of two said
she's now left wondering what
happened to the promise.
"I have yet to see it, after a

WASHINGTON (AP) Partisanship is reaching new
heights in Washington. even as
President Barack Obama makes
almost daily pleas to get along.
He's scheduled a bipartisan
health care summit, and just
Tuesday he hosted GOP leaders
at the White House for the first
time in two months.
But he often undercuts his
overtures with his own jabs at
Republicans. And there's little
indication the GOP is taking his
comments as anything but political.
Both sides' stances might be
summed up this way: We're
ready to cooperate right now. All
you need to do is go along with
what we want.
On Capitol Hill. the minority
Republicans routinely require a
super-majonty (60 votes out of
100) to move Senate bills. And
only one GOP lawmaker, a
House member, voted for the
landmark health care trills
approved separately by the
House and Senate in December.

The Democrats, meanwhile.
wrote the House and Senate
health care bills with virtually
no input from Republicans.
How has this come about?
The contributing factors have
been accelerating and converging for years: Gerrymandered
Political
districts.
House
drive
that
realignments
Democrats from the South and
Republicans from the Northeast.
And perhaps most of all:
greater mobilization by both
parties' ideological wings, who
punish those who dare cooperate
with the other side.

1.41

House and Senate member
once saw the opposition party as
the adversary. hut now they consider it the outright enemy, said
Norman J. Ornstein, a congressional scholar at the American
Enterprise Institute.
Americans "are dividing into
tribes more than we did before,"
he said. Voters have driven virtually all liberals out of the
Republican Party and all conservatives from the Democratic
Party. eliminating a political
dynamic that helped enact major
legislation such as civil rights
and Medicare in earlier decades.

STOCK MARKET REPORT
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Obama made a multipronged appeal for bipartisanship Tuesday. He hosted
Republican congressional leaders at a meeting on jobs, then
held an unannounced news conference to ask for greater
Democratic-CrOP accord.
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Better

year in office. that really being a
prionty for them," said
Hazelgrove, who has lobbied:on
Capitol Hill with her kids, ages
6 and 9, in tow.
Last June. four military w)dows showed up before 8 a.m. for
a House Armed Services
Committee session where then.
issue was on the agenda. Several
hours into the hearing, an aide
told them the discussion had
been pushed back because of its
sensitive nature.
At 10:30 p.m., the matter
finally came to a vote. By then.
Sandra Drew of Herndon, Va..
was the only widow still there.
Drew, whose husband was killed
in Bosnia in 1995, said she was
dumbfounded when Democrats
who had co-sponsored the legislation in past years voted against
it, while Republicans who had
once opposed it were supporting
it.
She said some committee
members sheepishly looked at
her as they voted down the provision, "visibly uncomfortable
that I was in the room. It went
right down party lines, and it
shouldn't be a partisan issue."

Partisanism reigns despite nice talk
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free of the snow that had covered it
EASY DOES IT: By mid-morning Tuesday, local motorists found South 12tn Street all but
and northwest winds at 10 to 20
30s
lower
the
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highs
only hours earlier. Tociay's forecast calls for partly sunny skies with
mph.
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MCCH welcomes Heffiey to staff
Speciai

to the Ledger

County Hospital is pleased to welLortie SUN411
Heffley, M.D., Family Medicine, as a member of the medical staff at
the hospital. She has joined Primary Care Medical Center.
Heffley graduated from University of Evansville with a Bachelor
of Science Degree in Medical Technology in 1992. She continued
her training at the University of Louisville where she completed her
Medical Degree and Residency specializing in Family and Geriatric
care.
She and her husband, Joseph. and daughter, Rachel, have relocated to the Murray area. Her husband Joe is an avid hunter, and her
daughter, Rachel, will start kindergarten next fall. Dr. Henley grew
up camping and vacationing at Land Between the Lakes and her
family still enjoys spending time fishing, and boating, on Kentucky
Lake.
Heffley has joined Primary Care Medical Center located at 1000
South 12th St. in Murray. She is now accepting patients. For more
information, or to schedule an appointment with Dr. Heffley, call
Primary Care at 759-9200.
Murray

Da
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AARP driver safety course offered
Special to the Ledger
The AARP Driver Safety Program is the
nation's first and largest classroom driver refresh. ;er course specially designed for motorists' age 50
:and older.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's PrimeLife
;program will offer this course on Tuesday, Feb.
:23,from 8 a.m. to 12:30 pm. The course is $12 for
AARP members (must show your ID card), $14
for non-members, or S6 for PrimeLife members.

The class helps drivers refine existing skills and
develop safe, defensive driving techniques.
There are no tests and both AARP members
and non-members can take the course. Upon successfully completing the course. graduates may be
eligible to receive a state-mandated multi-year discount on their auto insurance premiums.
Pre-registration is required. For more information or to pre-register, contact the Center for
Health & Wellness at 762-1348.
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Pictured, from left, is Keith Travis, VP of Institutionaf Development, Sharon Furches, MCCH
Board Chair. Don Fraher, Vinyl HR Manager, Doug Dieleman, Site Plant Manager. Keith Bailey
HF
CEO of MCCH, Evan Ringers. Fiberglass Plant Manager. Jeremy Phillips, Fiberglass
Elkins.
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Pella gives to endowment

night tri

of Institutional Development. "We certainly
appreciate the Foundation's support of this project
by providing a substantial grant and by matching
personal gifts given by Pella employees in Murray
through the Foundation's Matching Gift
Program."
If you are interested in learning more about
supporting the Murray-Calloway Endowment for
Healthcare, please corract Keith Travis, VP of
Institutional Development at 762-1908.

Day I
Frida]

Special to the Ledger
The Murray-Calloway Endowment tor
Healthcare recently received confirmation that the
Pella Rolscreen Foundation will provide a grant
for $10.000 toward the Residential Hospice
House. The Pella Rolscreen Foundation has also
supported the building of a Hospice House in
Pella. Iowa.
"Pella's grant is very generous and confirms
the importance of building a Residential Hospice
House in our community," said Keith Travis, VP
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GO RED: Ploturea are MCCH Employees who participated in "Go Red" on Friday, Feb. 5.
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BLOOD PRESSURE CHECK: MCCH Employee, Shannon Kida, has a blood pressure check
performed by Melissa Ross, Health Promotions Coordinator, during the free screenings provided in tecognition of Amerloan Heart Month and the Know Your Numbers Campaign,
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Laker Bands plan chili supper,
auction and basketball games
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Haverstock and Moric

Mr.and Mrs. Jack Bailey

Mr. and Mrs. Van Dusen Haverstock of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter. Alaina
Leigh Haverstock, to Damir Moric, son of Mr. and Mrs. Zvonimir
Moric of Lexington.
Miss Haverstock is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Tipton
Miller and the late Mr. and Mrs. E.J. Haverstock, all of Murray.
Mr. Moric is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Avdo Kuldija
of Sarajevo, Bosnia, and the late Mr. and Mrs. Jakov Moric of
Stankovci, Croatia.
The bride-elect, a graduate of Murray High School. received her
bachelor of arts from Furman University. her master of arts from the
University of Kentucky, and is a graduate of Patterson School of
Diplomacy and International Commerce. She is a member of Chi
Omega and is employed by Mars International.
The groom-elect, a graduate of Henry Clay High School,
received his bachelor of arts and his master of arts from the
University of Kentucky, and is a graduate of Patterson School of
Diplomacy. and International Commerce.
A spring wedding is beiu planned.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Bailey of Murray celebrated their 72nd wedding anniversary on Saturday, Feb. 6, 2010.
Mrs. Bailey, the former Thelma Riley, is the daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. E.W. Riley of Murray.
Mr. Bailey is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bailey ot
Murray He is retired from the Tennessee Valley of Authonty

Calloway County High and Middle School
I.aker Bands are scheduled to lune their chili
supper arid auction on Thursday from 4:341 to
6:30 p.m. before the basketball games
between the Calloway 1,akers and Murray
Tigers and Calloway Lady Lakers and
Murray Lady Tigers ba_sketball teams.
This is being rescheduled from a former
date %then the Murray High School Lady
Tigers play ed in the All A Clas.sic Basketball
event at Richmond. Band directors for
Calloway High and Middle School Bands are
Gary Nlullins and K C in Suiten The public is
urged to attend the fund-raising event on
Thursday.

SS representative here Thursday
A Social Security representative is scheduled to be at the
Calloway County Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. The representative will assist in filing claims. For more
information call toll free at 1-800-772-1213 or the Mayfield office
at 1-270-247-8095.

Digital classes are scheduled

Photo providec

Furches, MCCH
-lager, Keith Bailey
ps, Fiberglass HR

in

will he 1-nday from 9:30 to 1 1
Digital Photography Class
a.m. at the Calloway County Extension Office at 310 South 4th
Murray. Digital Photography Class 102 will be at the same hours on
Friday. Feb. 19. Terry Little will be the presenter. There are no
charges and the public is invited. Call the extension office at 7531452 to register.

Relay for Life team plans event

ment

crit. "We certainly
upport of this project
ant and by matching
nriployees in Murray
s Matching Gift

learning more about
way Endowment for
Keith Travis, VP of
762-1908.

The 8th Wonders Relay for Life Team will have a rebate day and
night on Thursday at Mr. Gams.

Relay for Life plans bake sale
The Murray Bank Relay for Life Team will have a Valentine's
Day Bake Sale at both the North and South branches all day on
Friday.

Evening of Chocolate & Delights planned
The eighth annual Evening of Chocolate & Delights will be
Thursday, from 5:30 to 7 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club house
at 704 Vine St., Murray. Sponsor of the event is the Kappa
Department of the MWC.Tickets are $5 in advance and may be purchased at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce or
from members of the deparunent. Tickets will be $7 at the door.
Proceeds will benefit the CASA (court appointed special advocate)
program of Calloway County.

TOPS Chapter will meet

-; TOPS (take off pounds sensibly (.'hapter 4469 will nice(
'Thursday' at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of CallOway Comity Pnblic
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1;877447-20(14.

Zeta Department will meet
The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 2 p.m. on the lower level of the club house. Members
are asked to enter through the patio door. Oneida White will present
musical program. Bonnie Jones will give the -Thought for the
Day.- Members are asked to bring non-perishable food and house•:fiold items for Murray-Calloway County Need Line. Hostesses will
be Bonnie Jones. Frances Matarazzo and Susan Vied.

Overeater's Anonymous to meet
Overeater's Anonymous, a 12 step recovery. group for all types of
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. at
Christ Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For infor• mation call Marcia at 1-270-247-7414 or Jim at 1-270-623-8850

Free Couples event planned

Elm Grove Baptist Church will sponsor a "Free Couples Date
Night" on Saturday with dinner starting at 5 p.m.. followed by
showing of thc movie,"Fireproof." Childcare through 5th grade will
be provided. Persons are asked to register online on the "calendar"
page at www.elmgrovemurray.org or call 753-7321. All interested
persons are invited and it is totally free.
Photo provided

pod pressure check
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PADUCAH, Ky. -- The
University of Kentucky College
of Engineering on the campus of
West Kentucky Community and
Technical College will host its
annual Engineers Day on
Saturday; Fe. 20,. ffrom
•
inUil 3 p.m.
Staged in conjunction with
National Engineers Week. the
day will feature contests,
NIENOMONEE FALLS. Wis.. the average 564),(XX) bill for a demonstrations. tours, exhibits
- Marking the tenth anniver- four-year degree increasingly and games. All of the activities,
which are open to the pubiic and
sary of its kohl's Kids Who difficult'.
To nonunate young volunteers free. will be in Crounse Hall and
Care@ S holarship Program.
Kohl's Department Stores will ages six to 18 for a Kohl's Kids on the WKCFC campus.
Planned activities such as the
award more than $410.(X10 in Who Care scholarship, visit
the
scholarships and prtzes, ranging www.kohlskids.com. popsicle bridge contest,
drop
from $50 Kohl's gift cards to ten Nominations are accepted Feb. mouse-trap car, the egg
car
$10.000 scholarships. recogniz- 1 through March 15, and nomi- competition and the edible
ing youths who make a differ- nators must be 21 years or older. contest showcase the way sciThrough the Kohl's Kids Who ence, math, and the work of
ence by volunteering in their
Care Scholarship Program, engineers have shaped society.
communities.
this
Nominations for kids ages six Kohl's aims to recognize In addition, for the first time
to 18 will be accepted Feb. 1 - deserving kids who have invest- year, Jason Lindsey of Hooked
a
March 15 at kohlskids.com. ed in their communities by giv- on Science fame will present
Kohl's continues its scholarship ing them a jumpstart on investprogram and will double nation- ing in their own futures. Since
al scholarship amounts to the program began in 2001,
$10,000 each during a time Kohl's has awarded nearly
when rising tuition costs, tight- 11.000 youth volunteers with
ening credit and less financial more than $2.2 million in scholaid availability makes footing arships and prizes.

Kohl's accepting nominations
for scholarships in its program

.

Calloway County High School Basic Decision Making Council
• is scheduled to meet today (Wednesday) at 3:30 p.m. in the library
media center.

CCMS Council will meet

Free tax preparation planned

4urray, K1

ve7specia"
Valenti.e's Pty

Trained AARP volunteers will be available at the Murray
Calloway Senior Citizens Center. 607 Poplar St., Murray. to assist
in filing personal income tax forms, including 1040 1040A and
1040EZ. This service will be free of charge and will be available
each Wednesday through April 7. Persons must make appointments
by calling the center at 753-0929.

...MAKE THEM
UNFORGETTABLE

Community Warming Center open

PANDoRA

The Community Warrning Center. hosted at St. John's Episcopal
Church, 1620 West Main St., Murray. will be open every night from
6 p.m. to 8 a.m. this winter. Dinner and breakfast will be provided.
All are welcome to come and get in out of the cold. No pre-registration is required. This center is sponsored by Community Concerns
and Needs. For more inforrnation call 227-9109 or 753-6460
Murras. K1
K1 42071
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Bank plans special trips

rhe Bank of Cadiz & Trust Company Travel Club has planned
tnps to Holland Michigan Tulip Festival, May 4-7, 2010 and to New
York City, June 14-18, 2010. If you would likc to sign up for the
trips, a deposit is due by Feb. 1 for Holland Michigan and Feb. 10
for New York City. For more information about the trips. stop by the
Murray office at 630 Nortti 12th St., Murray, or contact Jennifer
Eidson at 759-4852.

•

11,1%%. ,othe ,weet Ideas tor your
sectie this Valentine's Day.
,
Wc have the be,t gifts that are sure
please for S25 or less.
well as a
We have new Tribal,
new shipment of Bnghton chamts
that will be perfect for your
Valentine'
She'll love driving home with a
heart key lab from Bnghton_ We also
have !pod cases. lipstick holders.
checkbook covers. makeup bags and
red laptop cases. We have the Crazy
Love Heart necklaces and the hearts
and cross ,hde bracelet from
Bnghton which make great gifts
If she likes necklaces, she will love
the heart charm necklaces. earrings.
and bracelet, Speaking of bracelets.
we also hase the religious and love
inspirational bangles and ,tretch
brac.elets
Cocktail nng, are a great NJ!, to
love you... as well as sterling
say
silver initial necklaces and karma
necklace,
We hase lin,of ways to say love
you- to your special SOMCOOe
Don't forget about OUT wonderful
fragrance from Niven Morgan. the
lotion and cologne smell divine
We have lots of beautiful spring
merchandise in, so be sure to come
by while your size is available Use
our layaway plan
Fall and winter merchandise 607S% off
Happy Valentine's Day!
Stu% tuned to next week's Fun ,4
Fashion report
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Bridal Couples: ••
Brittany Arnett
& Corey Perkins
Clesi Broughton
& Tracy Ballard

•

Leigh Haverstock
& Damir Maric
Laura Lovell
& Neal Buchanan

•
•

••
•

••

•

Lauren Nix
& Nathan Reed

•

Carlin Courtney
& Tyler Wolfe
•
•
.•

•
•
•

Lauren Woolen
& Jordan Redd

•

•
•
•
•
•,

Stephanie Bodell
'
•
& Wes Steele
Jennifer Bleckler •
& Morgan O'Boyle
Adora Schweickert
& Josh Price

305 S00•1 12111 • %miry, KY • 753-1441
www.dkkeliey.com

•

•

Alexina Charette
& Jason England
•

•

••

Meg Black
& Michael Belcher

•

•

You may purchase online at
unInavintagerose.com

9,

•

•
•

Vintige Rose
CIAR0 , 111
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Jena Thomas
& J.T. Ruxer
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Murray Middle School Curriculum & Instruction meeting is
scheduled to meet today (Wednesday) at 3:30 p.m. in Suzanne
Hinton's classroom.

Calloway County Middle School Basic Decision Making
Council is scheduled to meet today (Wednesday)at 3:30 p.m. in the
media center.

with hands-on activities sure to enthrall local students.
UK's College of Engineenng
in Paducah invites everyone to
come by Crounse Hall on the
campus of WKC1PC for this
exciLing day which provide,
exposure to careers in engineering, one of the most respected
and highest paying professions
in the nation.
Participants of all ages may
win prizes donated by local
businesses and industries.
Detailed descriptions of the
competitions and events are
at
online
available
www.engr.uky.edu/paducah.
For information not included
on the website, contact the college at 1-270-534-3129 or 1270-534-3105.
program

•

LIFE HAS
ITS MOMENTS...

MMS meeting planned

CCHS Council will meet

UK s 1 1 th annual E-Day
set for Feb. 20 at WKCTC

•

gilts

University Square
12th Street • Murray
1270) 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
Saturday 10-2

•
•
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•
•
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Reality Store at MSU
Callow:ay County and Murray Independent sophomores got a
dose of reality this week at the 10th annual Reality Store at
Murray State University. The stucients were given life scenarios and had to balance their budgets. Pictured above, Haley
Armstrong, left, Murray High sophomore, finds out she is a
heavy smoker and must pay close to $500 per month in cigarettes. health insurance, doctor's bills and air freshener.
Jordan Cai:r. Calloway County High sophomore, works with
Lee Furst to rebalance her budget so she can afford a vehicle. After some unexpected expenses popped up, Carr had to
trade in her mid-size car. sell her house and downsize to
less-expensive forms of housing and transportation.

uy N smartp oner get
ANY four messaging phones FREE.

Police,Sheriff, MN Logs
Murray Police Department
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 7:56 a.m. Jan. 15 at
901 Southwood Dr. after someone reported damage to a
vehicle.
- A theft report was taken at 2:30 p.m. at 913 Bagwell Drive
atter a caller reported that the landlord had an item that
belonged to him or her.
- A criminal mischief report vvas taken at 2:53 p.m. at 626
Broad St. atter a car was egged.
- A theft report was taken at 7:17 p.m. at the police station for
a stolen license plate.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 12:34
a.m. Jan. 16 near the intersection of Highway 94 and
Highway 80.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 9:02 a.m. at 1526
Spring Creek Dr after someone reported damage to the drive
and property.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 9:18 a m. at 1521
Oxford Dr.
- A possible burglary in progress was reported at 5:58 p.m. at
Riviera Courts.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 10:44
a.m. Jan. 17 at 12th and Sycamore streets.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 2:33 p.rr. at the station. The victim found after she got home to Paducah that her
license plate had been spray-painted while she was in her
mother's house in Murray.
- A theft report was taken at 9:20 p.m. Jan. 19 at the station.
a.m. at
- A report ror a theft riurii a vei ileie was iakeo at
54 Alan-A-Dale Dr.
- A structure fire was reported at 7:54 p.m. at 1412 Stadium
View Dr.
- A theft report was taker at 7:58 a.m. Jan. 20 at the station.
- A crimin.al mischief report for egged vehicles was taken at
8:21 a.m. at the station.
- A theft report was taken at 9,35 a.m. at the parking lot next
to the Post Office after someone reported that an employee
stole something the day before
Murray State University Public Safety
- A caller reported art work damaged at 12:56 p.m. Jan. 4 at
the New Fine Arts Building. An officer responded and took a
report for: criminal mischief in the thIrci degree.
- A caller reported a water main break in parking lot at 9:13
a.m. In the A1exander Hall parking lot. The Murray Public
Works Department was notified of the issue and Facilities
„Management promised to place rock salt to help melt the ice.
- An individual reported damage to vehicle while parked at the
'Regional Special Events Center at 7:49 p.m. An officer took a
report for criminal mischief under $500.
- A report of an occupied elevator stuck near the fourth floor
was taken at 6:41 p.m. Jan. 10 at Lee Clark College. The onduty officers and central plant were notified at 6:42 p.m. and
the individual was helped off the elevator.
- An officer found damage to property and a sign taken at 8
p.m. Jan. 13 at the Roundabout. A report was taken for crirninal mischief in the third degree and theft by unlawful taking
under $500.
- A caller reported a hit-and-run accident at 9:25 a.m. Jan. 14
at the White Coiiege parking lot
- An officer reported damage to parking signs at 12:55 p.m. at
Woods Hall and a report was taken for criminal mischief in the
third degree.
- A caller reported a shoplifter in the Curris Center bookstore
at 1:25 p.m. Jan. 14. Officers responded and arrested Wendel
Edmonsor, for theft by unlawful taking under $500.
- A caller requested to speak to an officer about a stolen wallet at 1:10 p.m. Jan. 18 at the Curris Center. An officer
responded and took a report for theft by unlavvful taking under
$500.
- A caller requested to speak to an officer about his vehicle
window being broken at 3:18 p.m. Jan. 18 at the Curris
Center. An officer responded and took a report for theft by
unlawful taking under $500.
— Information IS obtained from reports.
logs and citations from various agencies
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Going
for
broke
KENNEDY TRIES TO GET
ELUSIVE WIN AT EBLEN
CENTER TFIURSDAY

r.;•1

loj

KYSER LOUGH / file 0-101,7
On Thursday, the series shifts
Calloway County huddles up prior to tipping off against crosstown rival Murray in January at Tiger Gym.
to Calloway, where the Lady Lakers will attempt to avenge an earlier loss to Murray

nfamiliar roles
CALLOWAY
LOOKING TO AVENGE
LOSS AS RIVALS MEE1
WITH TOP SEED
ON THE LINE
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
cott Sivills didn't want
too much emphasis
placed on his team's
;anuary bout with
rival
crosstown
Murray.
It was no more
important than any other game in
the series, he said, despite Murray's
abrupt entrance into the region title
picture.
But as the Lady Lakers and Lady
Tigers get set for round two on
Thursday. the Calloway County
head coach isn't shying away from
the importance of this matchup.
The two rivals meet at 6:30 p.m.
at Calloway's Jeffrey Gymnasium
in what amounts to a regular-season
district championship game of sorts.
If Murray wins, it wins the district outright and earns the top seed
in the 4th District tournament,
which begins in less than two
weeks.
If Calloway avenges its earlyseason loss to the Lady Tigers, it
can snatch the top seed from Murray
with a win over Marshall County
Friday sight.
If the Lady Leiters beat Murray
but lose to Marshall, a coin-flip will
decide the No. I seed.
"Thursday is the biggest game on

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
A sweep of Austin Peay. a Saints Super
Bowl — everything is perfect in Billy
Kennedy's world.
Even the Racers are perfect in Ohio Valley
Conference play at 13-0.
The one thing that has eluded the fourthyear Racer men's coach is a win at Tennessee
Tech.
The last tture years have resulted in 61-55
(2008-09). 71-66(2007-08) and 63-52(200607) losses for Kennedy' and his crew at the
Eblen Center in Cookeville.
Obviously Murray State would like to flip
that script. and Kennedy sticks to one scnpt:
one game at a time.
"This week starts with Tennessee Tech and
that's our focus right now," he said.
The Goldea Eagles, despite dropping
games to Eastem Kentucky and Morehead
State last week. are in a three-way tie for third
place with Eastern Illinois and Jacksonville
State.
But rru is still ranked fifth nationally in
3-point percentage at 41.6 and most of that
comes from Frank Davis, who is currently
ranked third nationally in 3-point percentage
at 47.9.
Jud Dillard was named OVC Frestunan of
the Week for the third time this season (and
second time in three weeks) after averaging
17.0 points and 7.5 rebounds per game and
hitting 57.1 percent(12-for-21)from the field.
Dillard made his first start of the season on
Saturday at Morehead and finished the game
with a career-high 25 points and 12 rebounds,
which marked his first double-double of the
season.
Along with Dillard and Davis. Kevin
Murphy and Elijah Muhammad both average
double figures for the Golden Eagles. making
them a staunch, 1-2-3 punch.
"Muhammad is one of the better point
guards in the league," Kennedy said. "He
presents a lot of problems. Since I've been
here, we haven't won there. It's a tough place
See WU,28

KYSER LOUGH file photo
Haley Armstrong runs through a line of Murray students while being introduced prior -to the Lady
Tigers' January game against Calloway County. Armstrong is Murray's leading scorer. averaging
15.8 points per game.
,rid. "We've spent a lot of
both teams. s,hedules," said Sivills. allowed Murray to inch its way back
film of that game.
watching
time
game.
the
into
eyes
their
have
"A lot of people will
Foul trouble proved costly for Our coaching staff has looked at this
on that game. Whoever wins this
Calloway as key guards Taylor as the most important game on our
game has control of the district."
Sivills' Calloway squad will be Futrell and Lauren Benson both schedule."
In January's outing, Calloway
looking to avenge a loss to Murray fouled out late and Murray took
failed to get offense from anyalso
Lakers
Lady
the
forcing
advantage.
for the first time since the 2004-05
forward
season, giving the game a different into a stretch of turnovers that ulti- one other than standout
Averee Fields and Futrell.
mately decided the game.
feel from any in recent memory.
But in the past month, the Lady
"We've been preparing for this
In January, the Lady Lakers
game."
that
after
day
the
since
game
MI See LADIES, 28
but
lead
early
large
a
to
jumped out

Photo courtesy OVC
Frank Davis continues to rank third
nationally in 3-point percentage and
as a team TTU is fifth nationally in 3point percentage.
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KYSER LOUGH Fl!e ;T,
Murray guard Jordan
Benton looks to drive
while being guarded
Calloway
by
Garrett
County's
Schwettman during
rivals'
two
the
January game at
Tiger Gym. The two
squads square ott
again Thursday at 8
p.m. at Calloway s
Jeffrey Gymnasium.

"It's hard to beat them in February'," Greene said
of the Ulcers, who went a perfect 10-0 during the
month last season. "The Yankees had Reggie
Jackson. Calloway has Bruce Lane."
Calloway's February. success under Lane extends
fly TOMMY DILLARD
back to his first year as head coach — the 2007-08
Sports Writer
season — in which the Lakers avenged two regularJust call Bruce Lane "Mr. February."
season losses to Murray with an upset in the district
Calloway
the
At least that's the term attached to
tournament.
County head coach by his counterpart at Murray. Ron
"We've traditionally gotten better in February."
Greene.
Lane. who finally has a healthy starting lineup
said
The Tigers and Litters square off at 8 p.m. after suffenng multiple injuries and illnesses earlier
and
series,
season
Thursday for round two of the
this season.
judging by Calloway's history of February success
"Sometimes it has to do with getting healthy, getunder Lane, it's a matchup Greene isn't excited
See BOYS,28
about.

LAKERS CAN GET SHOT AT TOP
SEED WITH WIN OVER MURRAY
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Tirray Le

Racers
finish season
opener at TPC
Sawgrass

The Murray Middle School boys fifth and sixth grade basketball league champions
were the Murray Knights. Pictured, front row, from lett: Wes Howe, Sam Lewis, Cam
Kelly, Jacob Jones. Back row, from left: John O'Brien, Aaron Rogers, Luke Brown,
Chase Irvin. Coaches: Sean Kelly and Mike Irvin.

•Boys
From Page 1B
ting.in a groove. February is a
month you definitely. want to be
playing your best basketball.
Fortunately, that's been the case
fortis the last few years."
The stakes Thursday night
aremuch higher for Calloway.
'The Lakers are still in the
htirif for the district's top seed
and would be playing for a tie
atop..the standings when they
face Marshall County 24 hours
later on Friday.
. Murray lost its shot at the No.
1 slot with Saturday's loss to the
Marahals.
'The matchup between the
Tigers and Lakers has perhaps
bec9me more intriguing since
January's bout at Tiger Gym.
Since then, Calloway has
shifted to a more uptempo offensive, Attack, which has paid big
dividends and upped the Lakera'
scoring average significantly.
.But Mun-ay boasts one of the
region's top defenses, second

only to Graves County in points
surrendered per game.
'1'hey really do a good job of
guarding people." Lane said.
"The thing I've been impressed
with our guys of late has been
ball movement and the way
they've been shooting the ball.
That's going to be key. especially against a defense like Murray.
We have to be able to get quality shots."
Maktng niatters more complicated for Murray. Greene
found out Monday he would
likely be without streaking
shooting guard Marte Foster,
who suffered a non-basketballrelated injury to his shooting
hand and is slated to miss 7-10
days.
Foster was on fire Saturday
as Murray's upset bid against
Marshall County feii short. Tne
junior scored 15 firat-half
points, an of which came from
behind the three-point arc.
He scored a game-high 17
points in the Tigers' win over

Community Christian last vveek
and was quickly becoming one
of Greene's best defenders.
'The wind was already a little out of my sails after Saturday
and then 1 get a text that says
we've got seven stitches in the
shooting hand of our hottest
player," said Greene, who has
had a string of bad luck with
injuries over his two years at
Murray.
The Tiger chief said he hadn't decided how he would fill in
Foster's spot in the starting lineup, saying he could go with a
bigger look. starting both Mark
Stubblefield and Seth Parker Bell on the inside or opt for a
four-guard lineup.
The stronger inside look
might be Greene's best bet. particularly against Calloway.
Stubblefield ia r-oining off
.what Greene called his best
game of the season against
Marshall after losing his starting
spot to Parker-Bell, who has
tOund favor for his blue-collar
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By
Sparta laformstlen
PONTE VEDRA, Fla. -The Murray State men's golf
team finished the Jacksonville
University Invitational with e
317, their hest score in the 54hole spring opener in Ponte
Vedra , Fla. , at the Tournament
Players Club at Sawgrass.
Nick Newcomb and Chris
Griffin had the best rounds of
the tournament for the Racers
with a 77 and 79. Newcomb
placed 37th tri the field of 75
players with a 2_18, while Griffin
finished at 241 and a spot in 51st
place. Jared Wolfe was in 56th
position at 243 and a final round
81, while Patrick Newcomb finished with an 80 and a total of
247 and a spot in 62nd place.
Cameron Carrico finished at 248
after a final round 82, good for a
spot in 64th place
The Racers' 317 along with a
324 and 320 they carded in the
first two rounds gave them a 961
for a spot in 15th place.
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NBA Teem Statistics
By The Associated Press
Include% games of
February 2010
Teem Offense
Pts Avg
G
5723110 1
52
Phoenix
2
51
54435107
Denver
5352107 0
50
Golden State
51
5336104 8
Toronto
5477103 3
53
L.A Leiters
50
5132102.6
Memphis
49
50'22102 5
Utah
49
9
4995101
Atlanta
50
5001101 8
Sacrarrento
51
5175101.5
Dallas
5268101.3
52
Cleveland
5056101,1
50
Houston
5056101.1
5C
New YOrk
5250101.0
52
Orlando
5034100 7
50
San Antonio
szoe ice 2
52
New Orleans
5053 99.1
51
Indiana
49
48,52 99.0
Boston
4935 96 7
50
Oklahoma Clty
49
4822 98 4
Mawaokee
51
5006 98 2
Minnesota
5178 97 7
53
Portland
4879 97 6
50
Philedelphia
4781 97 8
49
Washington
'
5
4926 98 8
Mem]
4767 95 3
50
I. A Clippers
49
4662 95 1
Charlotte
4661 95
49
Chicago
4488 91 6
49
Detrot
4497 89 9
50
New Jersey

attitude.
"It would be big if we could
get Mark back to what we
thought he was going to be capable of at the beginning of the
of
said
Greene
year,"
Stubblefield, who scored nine
points and grabbed six rebounds
against Marshall.
"He scored 19 points in the
first game of the season but he
hasn't been in double-figures in
quite a while. If he just hits the
offensive glass, he can pick up
four to six points on tap-ins."

Thursday
When: 8 p m
Where: Jettn4!, Gymnasium
7
Radio• WNEiS 1340 AM, WAAJ,
FM
Records: Mur 0-10 (2-3, 4th Distnctl,
CC 12.11 (3-1, 4thasincll
Tigers to watch: Arose Langton:1(15 5 ppg), Mane F061e,(131 ppg
Laker" to watch: Brock Simmoris
(15 dog), Austen Lilly r 11.8 ppg)
Justin Hit (11 8 ppg)

Texas Hold 4EmTourney

Saturday, February 20th
$2500 1st Plate •
Top 10 Paid

11 1 at
13 at
25 at
27 at

Tennessee Tech
Jacksonville St.
Morehead St.
Eastern KY

7:30 pm
4:30 pm
7:00 pm
6:00 pm

(Channel 19 for the Murray/Mayfield area and Channel 3 for the Hoplunsvfle/Madisonville area)

HREE
Crystal Ciedr
TV

Great Senfices—One Low Price!

a
49
52
49

Boston
Cleveland
Charlotte
Portland
Orlando
Okiativna Crty
San Antonio
Miami
L A Lakerb
Detroit
Anantie
Utah
ChIC4190
Milwaukee
Dalias
Clippers
L
Philadelphia
Houston
New Orleans
I'Vekk Jersey
Washington
Denver
New 'fork
Memphis
Indiana
Toronto
Sacramento
Minnesota
Phoenix
Golden State

52
50
50
53
49
49
49
49
49
51
50
50
50
52
50
49
51
50
50
51
51
50
51
52
50

Pt* Avg
4593 93 7
4as. 93 9
4818 94 2
5061 95 3
4978 95 7
47819 95 8
4814 96 3
4932 96 7
5125 96 7
4740 96 9
4780 97 1
4778 97 5
4 765 97 7
4816 98 3
5050 99 0
4951 99 0
4990 99 8
5023100 5
5277101 5
5078101 5
49911019
5215102 3
5166103 4
5170103 4
5302104 0
5363105 2
5288105.8
5436106 6
meal07 5
5581 111 6
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From Page 1B
Lakers have gotten increased
contribution from sources such
as sophomare guards Abby
Futrell and Kirlee Wilson and
sophomore center Alyssa
Cunningham.
For her part, Turner says
there isn't any doubt Calloway
is an improved team, but she
also believes her All 'A' state
tournament semifinalists are
better, too.
"You're looking at two
teams with young guards and
the more they play, the more

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

riot. We
Teem Deigns'

ile at t-he
J the heal',
our of 10.
• ated in
,

From Page 1B
to play We have some hurdles
we have to overcome.
-The last two games, we
have had opportunities to win
the game, we just haven't been
able to finish them off. They've
had some solid teams and we
just have to play better, that's ail
I can aay."
While Tech has three players
averaging double figures,
Murray State has six with Ivan
Aska leading the way at 10.6.

B J. Jenkins is averaging
10.4, while Darter() Thomas is
scoring right at 10.3. Tony
Easley is good at 10.1 while
Isaiah Canaan and Isacc Miles
are laoth at 10 points per game.
"That's what's been good
about our team," said Kennedy.
"We've had a different guy step
up in a different wav each game.
We still haven't played our best
basketball. I guess that's good
and hopefully we'll get it goink

they're put to the fire, the better they're going tc get," she
said. "I think both teams are
better, and that's the way it
should be."
The Lady Tigers will be
looking to rebound from
Saturday's setback against
Marshall County, their first
loss to a First Region opponent
this season.
Murray struggled offensively in that game and leaned
heavily on freshman point
guard Janssen Starks, who
scored a game-high 21 points.
In order to be successful
Thursday, Turner knows her
squad is goina• to have to find
offense from throughout the
lineup.
"We're going to need four
people in double-figures," she
said. "Our role players are
going to have to step up. When
you know an opponent so well,
you're going to try to limit
what their best players can do.
"I think more so than at any
other time this season, the four,

five and six kids are going to
make the difference."
Christian
Community
eamed the three-seed Tuesday
with a win over Marshall
County Tuesday.
For a while, CCA seemed to
have regressed. After pushing
both Murray and Calloway to
the final minute in early games
this season, (he Lady Warriors
fell by double-digits in both
rnatchups during the second
district stretch.
But CCA handled Marshall
with ease, winning by doubledigits.

•Ladies
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1)MMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00491
\CKSON PURCHASE AGRICULTURAL
REDIT ASSOCIATION

would
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like

sympathy made to us

in

any way during the death and
funeral of our loved one.
With special thanks to Fern
PLAINTIFF

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

Terrace Lodge and Spring Creek
for their care of Daddy. J.H
Churchill Funeral Home

and

Bro. Derrick Williams for their
comfort at this difficult time. He
will be missed.
DEFENDA.NTS

God Bless You All,
Lois, Dennis, Paul and Families

Happy Birthday

1RACT I: being designated as Lot 75. WESTERN SHORES, Phase II, AN shown
)11 the plat of same of record in Plat Book 39, Page 14, Slide 3730, in the
-i'alloway County Court Clerk's Office in Murray, Kentucky, to which plat speed• reference is hereby made for a more particular description of said lot
ihject to covenants and reatrictions for WESTERN SHORES recorded in Book
' 1 3, Page 415, amended in Book 651, Page 786. in the Calloway County Clerk's
sflice in Murray. Kentucky
,91abject to all restrictions, conditions, requirement+, and easements as set out in
the Deed from the United States of Amenca Tennessee Valley Authonty of
(record in Book 103, Page 507, Book 103, Page 479, Book 103, Page 483. and
41ook '03. Page 4137, in the Calloway County Clerk's Office in Murray, Kentucky.
kaaptig this same property conveyed to FerniaReal Estate Holdirigs, LLC, by deed
64cogirenrapace. Irons K1' Land Partnere, 1.rt;dated NoveMber 11. 2006, morals41 December 12, 2006, at 2:41 pan., and of re)bard in Deed Book 673, Page 560,
1'alloway County Court Clerk's Office in Murray, Kentucky.

4

no. aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 daya.
Init if +told on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to post bond
with the %fruiter Commiasioner with good and sufficient aurety, with mid bond
Imaring interemt at 129 per annum from the date of male until paid, and fully
due and payable in thirty 130) days. A lien shall he retained on the property as
'..idditional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but
shall be sold subject to the current year ad valorem taxes.
'This 27th day ofJanuary, 2010.
1'eapectfully submitted,
alAX W. PARKER
Master C,ommissioner
'alloway (7ircuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-CI-00484
NATIONAL CITY REAL ESTATE SERVICES. LLC.
Successor by Merger to National City Mortgage, Inc .
Fata National City Mortgage Co.,

PLAINTIFF.

JAMES D TUCKER. alkia JAMES DENNIS TUCKER,
LAURA TUCKER, U.S. BANK, NATIONAL ASS' OCIATION, N.D.,
DEFENDANTS
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on January 11. 2010, in the slave cauae, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approxirnate amount of $179,522.35, I shall proceed to offer for
:sale at the Courthouse door in die City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky
to the higheat bidder, at public auction on Thuraday, February 18. 2010, at the
hour of 10:00 a m local time, or thereabout, the following descnbed property
lotated in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 2004 Atkins Way,
. Murray, /CY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows
TRACI' I: Lot No. 33 in Unit II of Saddle Creek Subdivision in Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky. Said Lot ts recorded Plat Book 26, Page 29, Slide
2444, in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. Said Subdivision
is located in the Southwest quarter of Section 4. lbwnship 1, Range 4 East.
l'RACT II: Lot No. 30 in Unit II of Saddle Creek Subdivision in Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky. Said Lot is recorded in Plat Book 26. Page 29, Slois
2444, in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. Said Subdivisuc
la located in the Southwest quarter of Section 4, Tbwnship 1, Range 4 East.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days.
Nit if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchawr shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty 30 days, with suff1c)ent surety bond. bearing interest at
12•L per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty ;30) days A lien shall lx); retained on the property as additional security.
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the
pmperty shall be sold subaect to the current year ad valorem taxes
41-os 27th day of Jamuiry, 2010
Respectfully submitted.

Calloway Circuit Court

GET THIS IXI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
-CALL 753-1916

The Housing Authority of Fulton. Fulton, ICY..
seeking sealed bids from contractors for Northgatr
Homes Revitalization, Contract A. Harding Court
Section Work consista of porch improvements.
new rear decks and drive, and parking area
construction Bids will be opened on February 25, at
2.00 p.m local time Plana and Specifications may
be obtained by contacttng Beth Pyle, contract
administrator. at the Housing Authonty at
270-472-1115.

NOTICE
Advertiser, we
requested to check
the first insertion of
thWr ad tor any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible tor only one
Incorrect Insertion.
Any error should be
reported Immediately
so corrections can
be made.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own hsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of rts employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

FOUND: Young male
arge brown dog with
white chest & 4 pews
by 94E & 464, Jan
30th. Please call
753-4174
JUST glve us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916
LOST Black and white
Jack Russell, rough
coat in
FarrningtoniColdwater
area. 293-8979,
489-2676.
Full

BRITTHAVEN of
Berton is currently
accepting applications
tor a full-tirne afternoon LPN position.
We also offer an
excellent benefit paceage Must be licensed
in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in
person at Brethaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton. KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
BUSY medical office
looking for full tirne
assistant_
medical
Clinical of x-ray experience preferred. Duties
will include precerting
Send
procedures
resume to: PO. Box
1040-Y, Murray. KY
42071
C.N.A.'S wanted.
Current Of pest
Caregivers
needed to help
senior adults stay at
home.
Part-brne, flexible
hours.
competitive pay.
Call 270-707-4263 or
dezell 07 senior
helpers.com
REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
Immediate openings.
sales
Professional
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated. hardworking team player
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
provided. Bhng resume
to. Fleming Furniture.
3060 Hwy. 641N.
Murray, KY 42071.

eMURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY

TEMPORARY s of
openings 5 Tobacco.
HayiStraw, Row Crops
& General Agncuural
Workers Needed
Kimbro
Empioyer
Farms LLC- Calloway
County, KY Dates.
03/ 2 5 20 1 0 Wages.
1 2/20/2010
S7.25 - 8.00/hour 3i4
of hours listed on job
order
guaranteed.
Work tools will be provided at no cost. Free
housing provided to
tnose who cannot reaMinimum sonably retum to their
Requirements. Hige permanent residence
School diploma/GED, each working day.
Transportation & sub1 year expenence in
childcare, 21 years of sistence paid effien
age Candidates must 50% of contract is met.
be able to pass all Physically able to meet
background chocks. & perform all job specibe
Applications are to be fications. May
submitted online at required to take ranFor dom drug and/or alcoRescare com
nol tests. May be
instructions on filling
out the online applica- required to submit to a
tion please call 27°- criminal background
527 8388. Deadtine check Apply for this
for applications is lob at the nearest KY
February 17, 2010. Office of Employmert
& Training Division of
E0E/M/F/D/V
Workforce
Employment Services
Office using job ortter
DISCLAIMER
number KY0395002.
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
SEEKING Sales &
Marketing Director, fulien our classifieds
time. salaned position
webpage
with excellent benefit
murrayledgercom
package Responsible
you will he reddected
for promoting, senior
to lobnetwork com.
living community localBv default,
ly and regionalty: event
Murray. and kcal*
planning, community
listings will appear on
outreach. prospect &
this websue
sales
development.
HOWC5rf. as a national
tours. May involve
some evenings. weekwebsite. not all listings
travel
and
endS
on die jobnetwori com
Computer skills. attenare placed through
tion to detail, multithe Murray leedger
tasking, and excellent
& Times. Plea.se call
communication skills
!
us if you have an!
essential. Work with a
01.1e500115 regarding
warm, friendly team
the Murray area
focused on providing
Joe Bungs Thank you
quality services to seniors in a delightful.
environment.
clean
AR Applications available
EXPERIENCED
clerk, full-time, season- (attach resume) al
Place
Mail Glendale
Mar-Oct.
al
resume to PO Box Assisted Living, 9C5
Road.
Glendale
328. Murray
Murray.

COMMUNITY Youth
Services is now hinng
tor part -time/PRN
youth workers to work
in our residential treatment facilities in the
Calloway, Graves and
County
McCracken
Candidates
areas.
must be dependable
and a canng individual
to provide behavior
management to at risk
Candidates
teens.
must have reliable
transportation.

thank everyone for their

MAX W. PARICER
Master Commissioner

Gi4t-zz
auArrye

The
Woods

Being all of that property conveyed by. deed from Joy A. Buckingham. et al .
dated July 6, 2004, of record in Book 555, Page 147, in the office of the ('Ierk
the Calloway County Court.

Ants,

lotto

64.50 Column Inch, ein. Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Rim.
:All .3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
extra for Monday (Shopping Guide'
inch
column
$1.35 per

Card of Thanks
t

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

irsday
Tiara at

A134.

To Place Yottr Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morrie
Or skip b-y our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927

l lly virtue of Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
‘
4, ourt on December 14, 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
aintiff in the approximate arr.ount of $178,939.02, I shall proceed to offer for
+ de at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky.
Jo the highest bidder, et public auctson on Thursday, February 18, 2010. at the
hour of 10.00 a.m., local time. or thereabout. the following deocribed property
i.s.ated in Calloway County, Kentucky. and being more particularly deacnbed
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ERRIS FAMILY REAL Es9TATE HOLDINGS,1LC,
N DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
aka FERRIS REAL ES1'ATE HOLDINGS, LLC, a
r DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY),
... /IRIAN R FERRIS, ROCHELLE ANN FERRIS,
;( OMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
J'OLINTY OF CALL()WAY,

is is averaging
anero Thomas is
at 10.3. Tony
d at 10.1 while
and Isacc Miles
?oints per game.
iat's been good
1," said Kennedy.
different guy steii
it way each game.
't played our best
i,uess that's goosi
we'll get it going
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Director of Development
College of Educaboo & Universrty Libranes,
Murray State University This is a full-time, 12
month, non-tenure track position to begin in
„lune 2010 Qualifications: Bachelor's degree
required Masters degree or addrbonal certrficationtaning preferred Significant fund-raising
expenence at a College or University or nonprofit setting LS required includine oerrionstrated
grfts from indisuccess in direct solicitation
viduals arelior corporabors and foundations
Must possess outstanoing written and oral
communication. presentation and interoersonal
skills Demonstrated ability to wore, inoependently but collaboratively as a member of the
university's development team Must be willing
and aole travel Responsibilities, This
position is responsible for coordinating and
faclitating Murray State's fundraising efforts in
the College of Education and University
Libranes as outlined by the Associate Vice
President These responsibilities include identifying prospects. assisting in the development of
strategies, proposal development. solicitation.
and cultivation of malice- grfts frorn inckviduals
foundations, and corporations The director, as
assigned by the Associate Vicie President for
Institutional Advancement. may be involved
with broader institutional fundraising intatives,
including annual giving, planned giving, arid
campaign efforts Application Deadline:
Postmarked by April I, 2010 To Apply: Submil
a letter Of application indicating )0b title, current
resume. and the names. addresses and telephone numbers of three professcrai references to.
Chair, Director of Development Search
Committee, Murray State University, 106
Development Center, Murray, KY 42071.
Women and mwtorrees are encouraged to apply
Murray SWe LInnnereiry a an equal edt.r.sbon and
0Yrner$ OPpOrtulay, 44,c/D. AA employee
0
0112
MF•11

is hiring for Part-tin-le
Transit Drivers
7ani-7pm Monday-Saturday

MCTA

We are loolung for a person That has- integrity a
good work ethic. sense of responsibility.
CDL and Non-CDL position,
Qualifications arc
eidust be at least 21 years old
r:Valid KY Driver's License
eligh-School Diplonia or GED
•No moving !traffic) violations in the past years
•No drug or alcohol charges within 7 years
All qualified applicants MilSt pass a pre-employ-mcnt
testing before being considered any further
•DOT Physical
•DOT Drug and Alcohol Test
•Cruninal Record Chock
•CPR and First Aid
TITLE VI NOTICE OF PROTECTIONS
AGAINST DISCRIMINATION

HOME-based buse
ness, unlimited
income 10111 rny Avon
team, call Kim
(270)873-9917

Please submit application at Niurray
Calloway Transit Authority located at
1111 Transit Way. 75.3-9725
E E0

MEDICAL office looking for part time receptionist. Send resume to
1040-Y,
Box
PO
Murray. KY 42071.

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABOR
04/01/2010 to 12/31/2010 - KY/70394417
Workman Famis, Hazel. KY (20 openings)
Temporary Tobacco Farm Labor - Labor
Wage S7.2548.29 hr. Depending on crop
activity, 3/4 contract hours guaranteed
All tools and equip furnished at no
charge. Housing provided for those beyond
commuting at no cost. Transportation
and subsistence pay, atter 50% of
contract completed., Transport daily to
work site. Apply for this lob at nearest Office
of State Workforce Agency in this
state_ Using Job order numbers above
with a copy of this advertisement. Subject
to random drug and alcohol tests at employers
expense

1

Angels Attic thrift store is seeking candidates
for the position of a hill time manager
.(Tues. - Sat.). starting Aphl 15
•Bacheioes degree preferred; non-profit
experience a Pus.
iiSalary and benefits negotiable, dependent
upon qualifications.
Job descnption may be picked up at the store.
972 Chestnut SI,Murray, rey., Tues through
Sat. from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.. or by requesting a
lob description at angelsattic Omurtay-ky.net.
Interested persons should submit
1) a cover letter describing qualrfications
2) a resume of education and expenence,
and 3) the names and telephone numbers of
three references Matenals should
be submitted to Angels Attic at the above
address or by emelt

This 1x1.5
cOuld be yours
for ONLY S85
per month.
Up to 20 words.
(270)753-1916

a Tubccription to the

KRA1
LEDGER &TIMES

II
r-

Local

Home Delivery

3 mo..----$30.08
6 7„,

NOW hiring friendly.
smiling faces. Apply at
VVendy's.

Time Manager Wanted:

SPECIAL!!!

1

Mail

'1

3

'------$434° 1
1 yr..---$105.00 6 nb°
1

GIFT shop seeking
sales clerk for parttime. possibly ieading
to full-time posrtion
Must have retail expenence Must work well
with public. have honest. dependable work
ethic Expenence with
floral design a plus.
Send resume to
P.O.-Box 1040-D
Murray, KY 42071
LOCAL restaurant
seeks Store Manager
Expenence preferred,
not required_ Full time
day & night Must be
flexible. Send resume
tO P.O. Box 150
Paducah, KY 42002

DATA entry person
Tuesday/
needed
Thursday in busy pharmacy setting. 58.50ffir.
Fax resume to:
759-3614 by Feb 12th
PART hme warehouse
posrtion needed. Pickat
application
up
Fleming Fumitum 3060
HWY 641N.. Murray,
KY 42071
PART-TIME server
Magnolia Tea room
Call 492-6284 to set
up appt or come in
after 3:00pm tor interview
111111 10111

r

All Other Mail
Subscriptions 11
3 nao.._......370.50 3 mo.....---.475.00
6 ma. .....
6 mo.......
Rest of KY.ETN
frochansol

1
1
1

yr.-----.4120.00
Cheek

1 yr...............$145.00

Money Order

Name

Visa

M/C

e
•

I St. Address
City
_____ 1
I State
___ LP_
I
I
Daytune Ph
I
I
coupon with payment to
this
Mail
1
I
1 ',
I
Murray Ledger & Times
I
P.O. 13ox :040
I
I
Murray, KY 424Y71
I
I
Or call 12701 753- ii716
a
a.

,turney Lei

CLASSW1EDS

4B • NSednesday, February 10, 2010

Storage Rentals

business
SMALL
bookkeeper
seeks
This position is responsible for processing
Accounts Payable and
reviewing job costs.
providing cash flow
reports. bank reconciliation, maintaining various Meet record and
related tax returns
Duties also include
back-up for payroli processing, venous clerical tasks. Applicants
must have minimum
.
s
r
y
5
Axounting/Managrnen
experience.
t
also
Requirements
include Excel and
Maxwell Accounting
System. E0E. Send
resume to: 101 Liberty
Dr., Suite 7, Kevil. KY
42053.

ANTMUES Call Larry
753-3633

TEMPORARY: # of
openings. 16 Tobacco.
Hay/Straw, Row Crops
& Greenhouses &
General Agricultural
'Workers Needed
PP&L
Employer.
LLC Enterprises
Calloway County. KY
03 25'201°Dates.
12.12 2010
$7.25
Wages:
8.00/hour 3/4 of hours
listed_ on job order
Work
guaranteed
tools will be provided at
no oost Free housing
provided to those who
reasonably
cannot
return to Mew permanent residence each
day.
workIng
Transportation & subsistence paid when
4.of contract is met.
1
50/
Physically able to meet
& perform all job specibe
fications. May
required to take random drug and/of alcohol tests. May be
required to submit to a
crimiral background
check. Apply for this
job at the nearest KY
Office of Employment
& Training Division of
Workforce
Employment Services
Office using job order
number KY0394345.

Cift.SH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. I2th.
Murray.

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income_
impairment
Mobility
Phone.
accessible
492-8721. Mon &
Thurs
10-12am. T DD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

FOR SALE

.
l Storage line,
Potential income
$950/mo
$115.000 obr,
227-3861
227-8280

LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled. on
campus. Ca-1A. W&D.
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696,
293-4600

Trends N
TreaSures
1396 S 12th St
Flea Market
Vendors Wanted

LARGE
SELECTION

USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELICINS
645 f South 12th St

(270)753-1713

CASE IH, 72202240-hours. Call
(270)328-8780
(270)970-1060

FIREWOOD (270)2106267 or (270)2263845 Pick up or delivery

12701434-2524
Ivo) 243-6904
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
-We seil boxes1
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Ants
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeied. Large deck
with great view. W/D.
stove.
refrigerator,
Very
quiet. All utilities paid
electric.
including
$600/mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

Martinnts For Pant
1 BR apartment. Ai
utilities paid, wid hook
up. $450 per month
plus deposit
270-227-A325
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR. all appliances
1619-8 Chris Dr
5350a-deposit
753-4219.
1BR, price reduced.
various locations.
Coleman RE
753-9898.
2 bedroom apartments
available One year
lease, one month
deposit, no pets
Call 753-2905
2 or 3BR, 2BA, appliances furnished. $475600. Deposit required.
(270)345-2777

HOUSE & Office
cleaning. References.
2'33-3253
LPN looking for sitter
job with sick or elderly.
Call 753-0172 and
leave message.

2BR. 2BA,404 Bambi
Ct North. Call
(270)376-2746
(270)841-5653

LPN will sit
I IETIRED
with sick or elderly.
any shift. 753-6692

Irit

usiness
Opportunity

IF you are a small business owner looking tor
revenue
another
source, please read.
Budget Truck Rental is
looking for a retail-onented business to
become an authorized
aler for the Murray,
area. The ideal business should be dedicated to customer
service and be zoned
properly for trucks.
Budget pays excellent
commissions with is no
capital
front
up
required, For information contact Keith
Wilhelm at 314-4942658.

OINK Bale%
locate4 at 105 Nardi
bria St, blecray
For Sate or Lease
Contact SSG Real
Propetty Prigtetioatila

Need cash? Like candles? Make money
selling candles! Call
Tem @ 270-331-8585
for info

38R. 2BA. very nice.
Dr
Valley
1800
$700/mo. 753-5344.
4BR, C/H/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898
(_'alloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
Murray. KY 42071
One and Tao
Bedroom Apartment,
270-753-8556
TDD 1-1100-545-1833
6
Ext. 283 .

Efaai maioneney

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage. All appliances
including washer,
dryer, and dishwasher.
$510/mo. 759-5t385 or
293-7085

BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting. fix-it's &
repairs, decks presand
washed
sure
stained.. 436-2928.
to es
altel•IR%

FREE
ESTLMATES
(270)873-9916

WOODED lot in
Campbell Estates.
1414 Oakhill Dr.,
145x175. quiet cut-desac Call 978-0876 or
759-5469

NEW 2,100sq.ft. 213R
2BA. 2 car garage
county gas/water near
Murray hilltop acre
$139.000.
270-519-8570

NICE 3.000 sq. ft. 2
bnck, C/H/A,
story
fencer, in yard. Pets
welcome. $650/mo,
5600/deposit. 301 N.
4th St. 227-3250

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
i
Nlin.istorn,
All sizes to
fit your needs

Located
Froggy radio station
753-8359 759-9854
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.ro. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

New 2-4
Bedroom homes la
Riverfleld Estates.

2 male black lab puppies. AKC Registered
and up to date on
shots,(731)694-0238
registered
AKC
Doberman Pinscher
puppies. 5500 & up.
Ready beginning of
March. 731-336-7848.

PICK UP

4-.
l'he Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
Positive, 3-Average. 2-So-so, I -Ditik.•cli

1 270-293-5624
FIJTRELL'S Tree Service
removal.
Trimirang,
stump grinding, fire-

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Take your time devising the right pian to create an important •

wood. Insured.

3Bed. 2Bath
1,480,sq. ft.
Sunset Blvd
S139.1500

DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
WHITE pit bull puppies. 6 weeks old.
Roth parents on premises. (270)2'!0-2726

i ps ‘,"
11%\- N.(.1 NH:\ I
mck
i• weekly &
ownedroperated
i•
I,759-1151 • 293-2783
293-27134
L

(270)293-2482.

390

thawed & Sumba I

lartfailtrin Grande
•
33101i St. Rt 121N.
- 753-8087

HAY mixed grass
$3.00 baie. Small
square bales.
753-1287.

YIRSE
11()%WING
11 Al INA I I D131.
I vi Oa Vs's It RI .
10f A11110
MUNN AI_
I si.sl
Al I.
270-'93-73{4170-'93-7315

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

LOCALLY grown premium hay. Available at
Alfalfa,
all times
mixes. grass MIXMS.
Square and round
bales. Some wrapped.
High protein, TDN.
Students & truckers
270-753welcome.
8848 before 9:00pm

We Finance
hollandmotersoies_com
270-753-4461

INS-IDE yard sale a
Lynn Grove Country
Everything
Corner.
must go dirt cheap!
Clothes for all ages,
male & female, boy's &
little girls & lots morel
Any questions call
Sandi Kemp at
435-4500
410
Pub* Sara

I

A&B (Duality used
umiture & Auction Inc.
282 Hwy 402 East
Hardin, KY 42069
(270)293-5762 Sonny
or Bonnie (270)2059835 Melody
(731 j707-8367
Auctioneer Ronald
Burton
Now accepting
Consignments!
M-Sat 10-2

Alt line ads
pieced in our
paper are
posted on
our webillte
for free!

1395 F-250 Ford
$3 600 435-4496

All ize Units
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity
812 Whitnell Aye.

753-3853

I

••
UM
LAWN SERVICE

Mowing, Manicusing,
Landscaping &
Leal Vacutiming
Satisfaclioni.guaranleed
753-11116 7274611

•1110411
.1

:145N.
i2719).127.

LICENSED Electrician,
good work, low rates.
No job to small. Call
270-293-5381 or
270-435-4098.
ML Garage Doors
Installatim Repairs &
Maintenance
garage doors & operators 293-2357

David's Home
Improvement
LLC
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & F1COr Joists
Remodeling d Plumbrng

1(270)227-0587
All Carpentry Conat
New homes, Additions,
Remodel, Sagging &
Rotten floors. Vinyl
Decks,
Roofing, Mobile Home
Repair.
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed & Insured
YOUR, AD

come BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

Since 1986

.24 noun soma
Res Com & hid
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal. gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured. Emergency
293-1118
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ciate or friend. Tonight: Could be a late night.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** A partner or associate demands more and more of your
as .
attention. You might wonder about your own limits right now.
go past
someone could be infringing on your boundaries. Be willing to
your normal thought process. Find experts. Tonight: Put on a favorite
CD.

.CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Others continue to dominate. YOU can understand a lot..

level
more if you kick back. Your understanding will evolve to a new
to take''
if you are willing to sit back. A family or domestic matter needs
a higher priority. Tonight: Say 'yes" to an offer.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Put forth your strongest effort, as it will make al! the differ- •
ence in the outcome. You can srmie and let go of past concerns.'
him
Open up to talks. Someone clearly wants to dominate Let
Tonight: So many different options -- you choose.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Plunge into a problem with a new idea or approacn, Others
back off in admiration when witnessing the depth of your ideas, focus
associ-'
and abilities in general. You can win over many friends and
ates. Tonight: Put your feet up.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Stay in touch with your needs but also the needs of those in.
your household or J•nmediate family. You are far more resourceful
than others think. Let go of having others react as you wish. Tonight:
Make time for a child or loved one.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Keep communication flounshing and stay on top of your
work A chlld, loved one or creative project takes up a lot of your time.
Don't even question the viability of this focus. Sometimes you are too
focused on work. Tonight: Kick up your heels.
•
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Be aware of your fiscal limits on your professional anctior pertrt:
sonal budget. You might not have as much under control as you •
think. Take your time rethinking a situation. Ask questions and expeciti
.
a more viable interactlon. Tonight. A long-overdue chat
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
surq.::
You might not be as
**** Use the daylight hours to the max
of yourself as you would like to be How you express your thoughit
can and will make all the difference in another person's reactiort-:.
Tonight: Balance your checkbook and pay bills.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Take your time rethinking a situation. Use your sixth sense,especially if you are looking at a money matter Your answers aren't
the only ones. Remain sure of yourself as you foster a new directiori,

Do Insurance Won,

Visa &i.rasten'ularri Areeered

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Take a hint from Capricorn. Yo.ur naturally agreeable and vulnerable personality often makes friends and draws supporters. You
alone can get desired results. Others sirnply don't have your personality. Tonight. Get some extra R and R.

BORN TODAY
Singer Sheryl Crow (1962i. actress Jennifer Aniston
governor Sarah Palin (1964i

969). former

Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at wwwjacquelinebigarcom.-,
(c) 2010 by King Features Syndicate inc.

Sanction's Handyman
& Carpentry Service.
Over 25 years. Call
Don, Murray area.
519-8570

Ace Tree
Service
& Stump
Removal
Aerial BucketTruck
Insured
(270)898-8733
(270)564-8798
TROYER'S
Construction
IAetal Rooting, Pole
Barn, Shingies.
(270)804-6884.
YEARRY'S Tree
Service Free
estimates Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

Chase, Labrador Retriever mix,
adult, male

clay, TotioNe,1),i1
months, fermi..

SHELTER HOURS: MON:FRI. to AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM

(A P
for more information contact
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter '
at (270) 759-4141
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another's corngoal or scenario. You could be overly sensitive, and
ment could get the best of ycu. Do rernember your priorities. Tonight

Tonight• State your case.
•

Hill Electric-

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

oslessttri.:A. lids
• ; et ...I.
‘1111. ii9{4
s
..t

2009 Hyundai Accent
hatchback under 6,000
miles, 36-42 mpg,
$13.000 10yr/100,000
warranty. 978-2090.
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Find your friends.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Make an effort to communicate on a deeper or more effecyour life_
tive level. Friendship plays more and more of a role in
Someone demonstrates his or her cahng. Check in with a key assor

489-2839.

NEW
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School and
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tonight ka 7,
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Staff Photo.
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Jan. 26, a gir
Wilson, Feb

by Jacqueline lam

HAPP1' BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Feb. 11, 2010:
This year, you make a difference, especially if you tune in to your ..
instincts. Your finances could improve considerably as a result or
your ability to really understand your hunches and at the same time ,•
•
grasp trends. You could be overwhelmed by all the different oppor[unities that head in your direction. Toward fall, you will feel much
more empowered and capable of manifesting your desires. If you art
single, a friendship could be involved in the beginnings of a new
romance. If you are attached. focus on your partnership more than.
your personal life. You discover the power of nurturing. AQUAR-:-,
IUS is a soul mate.

BARRY'JAMES
ELECTRONICS

'Fen year
Published
nis Johnson,
versa), Dire,
ductuig a co ,

the middle school. "We're very. ,a
proud of these students - they''ft
really put themselves out there"
in this show," said Blaylock.
The exhibit began Fridayi
Feb. 5, with an opening reception, it was reported. The museum staff and board of directors
noted that the Cadiz Rotary Club.
assisted with needed funds to
mount the show.
SKIT and Janice Mason Art
Museum are part of the Cadi
Community Art Center. The
Kentucky Arts Council, the state •
arts agency, suppons CadizCommunity An Center with
state tax dollars and federal
funding from the National.
Endowment for the Arts.

HOrOSCOPe

(270) 227-9212

510 S. 8th St. 2BR.
1BA, C/H/A, all appliances. $475 /me, 1 yr
lease & security. 2273331
-FOR Sale or Lease:
3BR 2 Bath lakefront
property with dock, 2
1/2 car garage. 270873-7826

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

CADIZ, Ky. - The Janice
Museum has
Art
Mason
announced the annual exhibit by
Trigg County Middle School
arid Trigg County High School
students has opened and will run
through March 7.
"The Trigg County Middle
School and Trigg County High
School exhibit is always spectacular," said Museum Board
President, Bryan Blaylock.
"We're so fortunate to have the
arts in our local school system to
shepherd all this creative talent
and enthusiasm."
Several hundred pieces represent a wide variety of 2-D and 3D media by students of
Stephanie Gilbert, high school
art teacher, and Dani Knight of

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back noe. and
work.
hoe
track
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

1.1(.111

COMMERCIAL bullring for lease. Free
standing building with
parking. Great location
in Murray. $350/per
month Available now.
Call now 615-478-4724
866-496-0062

2BR, 2BA, completely
remodeled 1504
Belmont Dr
5700/monthly. No pets.
270-753-8767,
270-293-4600.
2BR/1BA in City. completely redecorated,
new heating & AC
units. kitchen stove,
fridge, MD-hookup
no pets. $450. You
pay utilities. Can
addWasher/Dryer
units-extra.
TEL.-270-767-1176.
3BR/2BA brick in city,
quiet residential neighborhood, central-heat
& air. kitchen stove,
fridge, dishwasher,
big
W/D-hookup.
fenced back yard.
$850.
TEL.-270-767-1176.

3BR, 2BA, no pets
$70C
+
$700/mo
deposit. 293-5423

ABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
iunk & tree work

CaminteteraPsop.for

(270)753-1916

2BR, 2BA, no pets
$500/rent + deposit
293-5423.

nny bass
For further ...stance with Fa,
Housing Advertising requirements contact AAA Counsel
Rene r Wan rt13)648-1000

436-5141 A-AFFORD-

'hots Ai

The Place to

2BR. 2BA, garbage.
water & cable included.
$600 month, 1 year
lease, 104 Park St.
753-9479 ask for
Debbie Mac or 7591509 ask for Steve
after 5:00pm.

Murree ledger & limes Fa.r
Hauler% 80 sat.
All estate *flamed herein
a subset to tfie Federal Fair
litrusing Act which makes it
Illegal to advertese ans reference. !mutation or dtscrunau•
bon based on ran color reie
handkur. Mmthal sta
gum
tus or nabsmal orlon. or inter
bog 10 nuke an, wen preferences lunitabons or disowns,
tion
!tale laws forbid &scrim,
die sae metal or asine-seg
rts1 estate tared on tenors in
Mon to those protected
smear tederal law
We will knowurgh accept am
adverbs/ for real estate- s
ts not in violation ot the
plerSORS AM hen+,
trut all dseel'o, 1,1,,tiv't

.ornmercial Pt09.
For Sale

Ledger & Times
NICE quiet. 3-bedroom
mobile home, big yard.
semi-furnished, washer & dryer, refrigerator,
stove, central-heat &
air, intemet, no pets,
+
month
$475.00
deposit, North school.
5:00
after
Call
(270)767-7694.

2BR duplex, w/appliances & carport, no
pets. Call 227-7414
2BR near MSU, appliances furnished,
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-9898

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

MMUS tRill5$4,

Start... Murray

TERRY HUGHES
FARM - SODDY
DAISY TN seeking
36 temporary farm
workers for planting,
cultivating and harvesting truitshegetables. 33/15/2010 to
11120/2010
$7.507hr. 75% of total
contract hours guaranteed. Free work
tools/supplies/equipment provided. Free
housing to workers
who cannot reasonably retum to their permanent residence at
end of each work day.
Transportation & subsistence expenses
proviaed to non-residentworkers upon
50% of contract completion. Subject to
drug/alcohol drug testing at employer's
expense Contact your
nearest state employment office
Job eTN5028970

Cornputscs

J&I RENTALS
MINI.S I ORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
Caner d 121 S, &Gamble.

1BR, w/d
NICE.
smoke free, no pets, 1
yr lease $375/mo
226-8006

apenances

1

Lookin

Cadiz museum to feature
annual students' art exhibit ;

114si Enna
1113

IBC sirolviGi:

LARGE 3BR. 2BA
quiet neighborhood,
C/1-1/A. All appliances &
lawn service
227-5173.

(270)761-6255
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Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Dennis Johnson. Murray State University Director of Bands, conducung a concert band composed
of MSU, Calloway County High
School and Murray' High School
students to perform a concert
tonight at 7:30 p m. at MSU Lovett
auditonum. The photo was by
Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a boy
to Keith and Deborah Black, Jan.
3; a girl to Bob and Joanna Foy,
Jan. 26; a girl to Ronnie and Conda
Wilson. Feb. 2.
Murray State University Racers won 82-65 and Lady Rac,ers
won 70-47 over teams from Tennessee State University in bas
ketball games. High scorers for
Murray were Reese for the Racers and Gadsen for Lady Racers.
Twenty years ago
Eight students from Murray
selected for 'Who's Who Among
Students' at Murray State University were Phillip Billington,
Valeria Bower, Kent L Burkeen,
Jonas Bergrahm. Frankie J. Carroll, Jonathan Driver, Marcia Ford
and Jon Mark Hall.
David W. Overbey, Laun A.
Pernn, Jodi L. Price, Gale Denise
Randolph and Gina Renee Huns Thorn. all of Calloway County, have been awned to dean's
list at the University of Kentucky' tor the fall semester.
Thirty years ago
Murray Mayor Sielvin 13 Henley is one ot the three Kentuck.
tans appointed to National League
ot Cities Community and Economic Development Committee
for 1980.
Murray State University' Racers won 80-75 over Morehead
Eagles in a basketball game. Sleets
was high scorer for the Racers.
Murray High School Tigers
won 78-74 over Marshall County Marshals in a basketball game.
High team scorers were Critten-

den for the Tigers and Ford for
the Marshals.
DEAR ABBY: 1 inn 20 anti
Forty years ago
live most of the year on my
Ilse Calloway County Board
of Education in cooperation of college campus. I'm on a full
Special Education. Division of scholarship, so my parents are
not paying my tuition. Most of
Speech & Hearing, began its premy mall -- bank statements, etc.
gliun of speech and heanng che-- still goes to my paren.s' house
ap). in the six elementary schools
Almo, Faxon. Hazel, Kirksey, since I don't have a p:rmanent
Lynn Grove and New Concord.
address.
An average of $48.07 per hunthe
For
dred pounds fur the sale of dark
two
last
marlocal
fired tobacco on the
my
years,
ket was reported by 011ie Barmother has
nett, reporter for the local maropened my
ket. Sales were for 304,398 pounds
bank statefor the total of $140,323.
and
ment
Fifty years ago
the
read
Jane Hubbs. senior at Murray
entire thing.
High School, was the winner of
then
She
the Good Citizenship Essay Concalls me and
Oury
Vi'endell
test by the Captain
goes through
Chapter of the Daughters of the
all of my
Abigaii
By
Amencan Revolution. Second
card charges
Van Buren
place winner was Mary Sur Cain
and checks,
of New Concord High School
and asks me to explain where
and third place winner was Dian
1 was and what 1 bought.
Taylor of Lynn Grove High
I have tned telling her that
School.
1 am an adult and that what 1
Births reported at Murray Hosbuy is my business, but she
pital include a boy to Mr. and
continues to do this every' month.
Mrs. Robert Hibbard. a boy to
When I explained that I am
Mr. and Mrs.Donald Stom, a girl
capable of managing my own
to Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Reed
finances, she told me she was
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Sam
just womed about me and that
Lane.
"a mother ALWAYS has the
Sixty years ago
right to worry about her only
Conrad H. Jones, M.D., son
of Dr. and Mrs. Cody H. Jones child.'
I understand she will always
of Lynn Grove, has opened his
be concerned about my wellpractice in obstettic, and gynebeing, financial and otherwise.
cology in offices at the Houston-McDevitt Clinic. Murray. His
but this is taking it too far.
wife is the former Evelyn Lou
How can 1 explain to her that
Lockhart, daughter of Mr. and
it's not OK to invade my priMrs. Carl Lockhart of Lynn Grove.
vacy-? I know she means well,
Births reported include a boy
and I don't want to hurt her
to Mr. arid Mrs. Charles Tumer
feelings, but it's really becomarid a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Everett
ing a hassle. -- COLLEGE COHanley, Feb. 4; a boy to Mr. ED IN WILLIAMSBURG. VA.
boy
a
Dinkins.
and Mrs. Robert
DEAR COLLEGE CO-ED:
to Mr. and Mrs. William F. Seaford
A mother may always have the
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ruble
right to worry, but she does not
Taylor. Feb. 6
always have the right to snoop.
Because you have already tried
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By The Associated Pms
In ;949, Arthur Miller's play
Today is Wednesday', Feb. 10.
tbe 41st day of 2010. There are "Death 01 a Salesman" opened at
Broadway 's Morosco Theater with
324 days left in the yeas.
Lee I Cobb as Willy Lornan
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1959. nuijor tornado tore
On Feb. 10, 1967, the 25th
,Arnencirricnt to the Constitution, through the St. Louis. Mo . area,
dealing with presidential disabili- killing 21 people and causing heavy
ty and succession, was ratified as damage
In 1962, the Soviet Union
Minr.esota and Nevada adopted it.
exchanged captured Amencan UOn this date:
In 1763, Bntam, Spain and 2 pilot Francis Gary Powers for
France signed the Treaty of Paris, Rudolf Abel. a Soviet spy• held
by the United States.
ending the Seven Years' War.
In 1968. U.S. figure skater
In 1840, Bntain's Queen Victoria married Prince Albert of Peuy Fleming won America's only
gold medal of the Winter Olympic
Saxe-Coburg and Gotha.
In 1841, Upper Canada anti Games in Grenoble, France.
In 1981, eight people were
Lower Canada were proclaimed
united under an Act of Union killed when a fire set hy a buspassed by the British Parliament. boy broke out at the Las Vegas
In 1942, the former French Hilton hotel-casino
In 1989, Ron Brown was electliner Normandie capsized in Nev.•
York Ha.-bor a day afier it caught ed chairman of the Democratic
fire while being refined for the National Committee, becoming the

onal and/or petit:.
control as you
tions and expecr;
Iat.
it not be as sure.;
>s your thoughigf
?rson's reaction:::

first black to head a rr.ator U.S.
rx)litical party
Ten years ago: The hijackers
of an Afghan plane surrendered,
ending d four-clay standoff at
Sumsted airport outside London.
The Federal Aviation Administration ordered inspections of MD80, MD-96, DC-9 and 717 series
4111-cka
1
,tYitOo/
plants were fouild to have equipto &I on
similar
ment damage
Alaska Airlines Flight 261. which
crashed off the California coast
Ian. 31, killing all 88 people on
board. Actor Jim Varney. best
known for his comic character
Ernest P. Worrell, died in White
House, Tenn. a: age 50.
Five years ago: Playwright
Arthur Miller died in Roxbury:.
Conn. at age 89 on the 56th
atutiversaty of the Broadway opening of his "Death of a Salesman."
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DEAR ABBY: After my
mother died two years ago, my
sisters and I divided up her household items. parceling out equally objects of material and sentimental value. One item, which
went to my younger sister,
"Beth," was a brightly colored
handmade Native Amencan rug
our parents bought in the 1950s
in Arizona. It had been displayed prominently for decades
on a wall in the house where
we three children grew up.
I visited Beth recently and was
shocked to see that she had
taken the rug out of storage and
was using it as a floor rug in
her family room. I shuddered
to think of the damage that a
daily trample by her three little kids, she and her husband
and a sadly incontinent dog will
do to this family treasure. I politely asked her to reconsider and
find somewhere else to display
it. If she couldn't. I offered to
trade it for something of her
choice from my parcel of the
family possessions.
Beth took offense, reminding me that it is. after all, a
rug, and that it now belongs to
her. Emphasizing that her small
house has limited wall space,
she implied that I was trying
to get the rug for myself. She
feels my desire to see it displayed is no more valid than
hers to see it used. Am I wrong
in thinking she should not trash
this heirloom'? -- SENTIMENTAL IN HARTFORD, CONN.
SENTIMENTAL:
DEAR
The rug belongs to your sister,
to do with as she pleases. HOWEVER, her Native American rug
purchased in the 1950s could
be extrernely valuable. Has your
sister had it appraised? If not,
I am urging you to tell her to
have it done. because it could
pay for a year Of tWO of one
of her children's college education.
.14

DEAR ABBY: "Katy' and I
are in a loving relationship but
have an ongoing argument in
our home. Katy always sets the
alann clock for an hour before
it's time to get up -- then hits
the "snooze' button five times
before actually dragging herself
out of bed (which is usually
even later).
Because I am a light sleeper, I'm forced to listen to the
alarm clock and end up waking up earlier than I'd like. Can
you please offer a solution? -SLEEPLESS IN SOUTH CAROLINA
SLEEPLESS:
DEAR
Earplugs for you. A cold foot
on the behind for Katy.

Dr. Gott

desensitization injections. These
shots work to build up the body's
immunity by injecting the offending allergens directly in very
minute quantities, slowly increasing the amount of allergen with
each subsequent shot. The process
typically takes up to three months
to determine effectiveness Atter
treatrnent, injections are
often continued on a once-monthly basis for several years or even
for a lifetime.
However. like the shots. honey
can elicit an allergic reaction.
because it contains many of the
same pollens, fungi, etc.. that are
present in the environment in which
bees live. So, while there is no
hard proof that honey therapy for
allergies works, there are plenty
of people who swear by the treatment.
My advice to anyone interested in considenng this therapy' is
to do so only under strict physiclan supervision. particularly if
the allergies are severe. In this
way, treatment can be monitored.
and any' adverse reactions can he
handled appropnately to prevent
potentially life-tIveatening consequences.
aside. honey is known
As
to be beneficial in speeding the
healing process of bums and lacerations and is just as effective
in soothing coughs in children
and adults as are cough syrups.
Some of my readers have even
used it successfully to treat eCZeffla
and minor skin imtations. Remember that children younger than a
year old should never be given
honey because it is a known
source of bactenal spores that
produce Clostridium botulinum
bacteria. These bactena produce
a toxin that can cause a form of
food poisoning known as infant
botulism. It is prudent to give
honey only to children over -the
age of 2 to allow their system.s
more time to develop.

Contract Bridge
and West the jack.
South dealer.
Declarer hies a club finesse. losNorth-South vulnerable.
ing to the king. and East has the
NORTH
to be a hero or a goat,
chance
2
6
7
•Q
depending on whether he returns a
118 5 3
diamond or a spade. It he chooses the
•K
wrong suit. South makes the con•AQJ '05
tract.
EAST
WEST
Suppose East returns a specie.
4
5
8
•
•J 9 3
eschewing a diamond retum because
•Q 109
•K J 6 2
South opened the hiddmg oith a dia•.1 6 5 3 2
•A 7 4
mond. In that case. declarer eventuK9
•
48 7 3
ally scores four spade tricks, Rad
SOUTH
club 'licks and a heart for nine tricks
•A K 10
all told. But if Vast returns a dia- •
if A 7 4
mond, South goes dov.n one, losing.
•Q 10 9 8
three hearts. a diamond and a club.
•6 4 2
East's problem is not entirely •
The bidding:
matter of guesswork. however. He
North East
West
South
should go hack to the play at trick
Pass
2•
Pass
1
threa when West, known to hold the
3 NT
Pass
2 NT
8-1 of hearts, elected to play the jack
Opening lead -- two of hearts.
rather than the Icing on South's ace.
should
defender
conscientious
A
The jack play is significant to
try tci decipher the meaning of every
card his partner plays. This is espe- players familiar with the suit-prefercially true whenever partner has a ence signal. Since the K-1 are equal
choice of cards to play. In these in v•alue at this point, West can indicases, a good defender should ask cate a preference for the lowerhimself why. partner played the card ranking suit (as between spades. and
he did play rather than another one diamonds) by• playing the lowerranking card, the jack.
he didn't play.
If West had held the ace of spadi.-s
Consider this deal where West
instead of the ace of diamonds, he
which
queen,
East's
to
Mart
a
leads
wins. and East continues with the would have indicated his interest in
ten, South playing the seven and the higher-hulking suit, spades, by
West the six. East then leads another playing the king instead ofthe jack at
heart, on which South plays the ace trick three.
Tomorrow: Camouflage.

41 Woody's ex
42 Tag
4f5 Make a fast exit
49 Not common
51 Joie de vivre
53 Uris or Spinks
54 Colorful carp
55 Threat ender
56 Sporty vehicles
57 Dolly the clone
58 Honor with a
celebration

ACROSS

/

1 Creme caramel
5 RV haven
8 Not certain
12 Unctuous
13 Regal emblem
14 Shortfall
15 Comb producers
16 Beluga delicacy
17 Cat burglar's
quest
18 Public tiff
20 Mao — -tung
22 "-- la vista.
baby!"
24 Dot in the Seine
27 Rock star. to
some
30 Large-billed bird
32 Had learned
33 Moppet
34 Shows apprOval
35 Broad-rninded
37 Teen woe
38 Geol forma-
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I suffered
from nosebleeds for years. I underwent cautenzation nine
times I then
found out I
was allergic
to cats and
that my• nosebleeds were
how my body
w•as reacting.
Allergy
pills helped,
but I then
heard that eating
honey
By
Dr. Peter Gott ,:ould help. I
havca.i had to
take any allergy medication for several years now.
DEAR READER: Nosebleeds
are most commonly due to dry
air, so most often the advice from
physicians is to keep the nasal
passages moist by• using saline
sprays and using humidifiers. When
these measures fail to provide
relief, it as then time to look at
other causes.
Allergies are a known cause
of nosebleeds. Other causes can
include colds or sinus infections.
repeatedly blowing or piclung the
nose and, nasal polyps or cancer.
As for y•our use of local honey
as a treatment for your allergies,
I want to caution others about
this remedy. First, to the best of
my knowledge, there is no scientific evidence either confirming
or denying the effectiveness of
this treatment. All indications are
anecdotal and. as such. most of
what people hear is positive
because few people like to discuss bad experiences.
Second, since no studies have
be,en done. there is no reason Justifying how this therapy might
work. The most popular theory
is that it works as a type of
inununotherapy. In this particular
case, tt most likely resembles

Crosswords
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;4•4340
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explaining to her that you feel
what she's doing is an invasion
of pnvacy and the message isn't
getting through, it's time for you
to open a post office box tieu
the campus and have your mail
sent there. It can be forwarded
to you if you go home for the

C•FoSS

24
.
our sixth sense,- I
r answers aren't
a new direction, ;

n

Allergies, nosebleeds
and honey?

Mom keeps tabs on daughter
through her bank statements
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1 Watch chain
2 Misstates
3 Guinness or
Baldwin
4 Wall St. landmark
5 M'A'S*1-1 site
6 Conquistador's
quest
7 Helped in
wrongdoing
8 -Bus Stop"
author
9 Cost

39 Acrylic fiber
1

ono mum mon
M
WINONNEA
BOB
mum
MEDMI000 0000
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NO, IT'S

iS THIS A

TkERE'S NO WAY YOU
CAN'T' LiKg THIS WIT

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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10 Not masc.
11 Fabric meas.
19 Canucks org.
21 — Mineo of
films
23 Knock over
8

/

5

4
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12

16
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21

19

18
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u-rsolop

I TI-IINK Oa TEAM 15 IN
TROUBLE T1415 YEAR CHARLIE
9R04.4.IN WE'RE WEAK AT
' EVERY POSITION

EXCEPT RIGHT FIELD..
514E5 EXCEPTIONALLY CUTE

1

'

23

OUR RIGHT FIELDER
15 COMF'LETELY
HOPELESS

6L)T
CUTE

liai
35

37

16
0

1
1
41 1
4'

16

15C

,
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41

51
55

51

56

34

33

38

46

3'

W

29

plE

14

13
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se

45

52

24 Mouse target?
25 Do dock work
26 Annapolis
grad
27 No future —
—
28 Cotillion honOreeS

29 Run up a tab
31 Ltd. relative
32 European airline
33 Bar sing-along
36 Louis XIV, e.g.
37 Miscellany
40 Elvis recording
41 For the guys
43 Complain
44 She, to Mane
45 Newest
46 Kind of vaccine
47 Grant
approval
48 Fair-hiring
abbr.
50 Wall Street figure
52 Once named
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Get A Sweetheart
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Of A Deal'
MSRP
Peppers asc
Toyota Rebate

Auto . 4 C

$22,850
- 1,700
- 1,250

*
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00 V
Ftoi,,„io $1 a ann

St. tif

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Toyota Rebate

Now with ..

4
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4111, 2010 Dodge Ram 1500ST
Reg. Cab 21,17D

LE
CEA 2010 Toyota Corolla$18,239

tSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
SEBC
Bonus Bucks
GMAC Financial Bonus Cash

Auto , 4 Cyl , 6 Disc CD

• AM,F31,C1)
.\

Auto , 4 Cyl.. 2ViD

/100,000•,01,

• h.10 hp,. 11,0
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Peppers Disc
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,
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MSRP
Peppers Disc
Toyota Rebate

Ti•P
rA
rr rias s
oilli
Receivi.

- 1,000

Rrpro"28,813

St1t 3170207

Auto , A/C, 5.7 L V8, TWD, SR5

You flay Qualify for $500 Loyalty
Rebate on Fritts. Catnry. Corolla &
Trade-In Not Necssary
taxes, tMe and kense are acid tonal
Otsclaimer. •Prtce mcluctes doc fee cf St 49
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Your Price $26,998*

lak 2009 GMC Sierra 1500 2WD
$32,240
MSRP
Crew Cab Peppers
-2,246
Discount

'20,969*

PEief
PEP
2403 E Wood St • 1.... s

,e'S'
- fPfPPt

4M.

•
'reeenr1;,se...1;e ,..ouvog

'20,5 3r.er Seal

$25,140
- 671
- 3.000

-5,000

Rebates

sessawialeas

5'tke

NISRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate

Your Price $265 529*

Ste

43)1, 2010Dodge Charger SE

S32.313
- 2,500

• Drue,& Passenge•
Power Seats

eG1'9240

• PS/PB
• AM/FM/CD
• Anti-Spin Dill

• \.-6
• \um
• :VC

2010 Toyota Tundra Double Cab PU

• b Passenger Seat.%

- 761
-3,000

432 2009 Chevy Silvered° 1500 Ext. Cab
S34,720
MSRP
4WD Peppas
-2,M
Discount

^

Stk. teCT0062

- 2.000
- 1,000

MSRP
Peppers Discount.
Rebates

• 0.1Rado

'19,941

4,320 2010 Toyota 4Runner SR5
$36,599

Your Price$31,462

AV 2010 Buick Lucerne CX$30,290
Stk
#C4C005.`:,

• PS/Pil

$25,940
'•ISRP
Peppers Disc
2,500
Mfg. Rebate
- SOO
lionus Bucks
(.;,MAC Financial Bonus Cash...- 1.000°•

Rrpri :e$20 764*

Stit ItTl.Q2C34

*

cr.ar,

5

- 1.783
- 2.500

pepperc Disrount
Rebates

• -',.ii,erif g,m;

Six ,GT0029

Quad Cab 2WD

- 1,200
- 500

MSR

•2na Sow
Captain s

PU 4030 2010 Dodge Rant 1500ST
CD2010 Toyota Tacoma Access Cab
$22,464
MSRP
Peppers DIsc
Toyota Rebate

• Dual SetyStapt
Sow?
.R.,,,,,,,

came"
*ter,

Stk. ItC1`0048
• V6

4:12 2010 Chevyp Traverse LT
835,745

S21.88,
- 1,39S
- 1.000
- 1.000
- SOO
I.000••

$16,990*

- 1,239
- 1,250

ikotlpro $155750*

Peppers Chevrolet,
Cadillac, Buick,,
Pontiac, GMC

t0
.1(-1
;
.0)
4.41. if)rit".4

P.Readyre)?

Jo"

Ea> 2010 Toyota Camry LE

VALENTINE'S SPECIALS

eele,*/#4,
vy.lhs;v

-5,000

Rebates

•kel.mth
Phale
• Steeling Ofte,
Ocrtt""xs

'
Your Price 24 994

You May Qualify For Additional
Rebates.See Dealer For Details.
hcense and attet all manutactoter's retatet and factor,'
purposen
deaier incentives. S149 00 doc tee included. Ptiotos tor ,flustration

Disclaimer' 'Pnce Is plus tax, trtle d
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Pre-owned SPecia s
PepPers Automotive

2004 Buick LeSabre Custom

2009 Ida Spectra LX

80,000 Miles,
Leather, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #GT0059A

12,000 Miles.
Stk. #P7425

19,000 Miles,
T/C, PW/PL, CD.
Stk. #P7368

$7,995*

$11,986*

$116,989*
2004 Ford F-150 XL

2001 Chevrolet Blazer IS
,.111

2009 Toyota Canny LE

61,000 Miles,
V8, Automatic.
Stk. #GT9217A

125,000 Miles,
4x4, T/C, PW, PL. CD.
Stk. NA r;Tnn3413
PL CD
55.000 Miles, T/C,
Stk. #CP779

$8,923* 1

$5,995*

2009 Toyota Corolla

2007 Chevrolet IIHR IS
---

win=

1,45
'

12-16,000 Miles,
3 to choose from,
Stk. #s:
P7379, P7380, P7381

90,000 Miles,
T/C, PW/PL, CD.
Stk. #GT9237AA

$12,975*

$7,890*
ala LS
2000 Chevrolet Cavalier Z-24 2006 Chevrolet Imp
61,000 Miles,
"."""

,

'*111111.

103,000 Miles,
T/C, PW, PL. CD,
Moonroof,
Alloy Wheels, Spoiler.
Stk. #P7390

2003 Buick LeSabre Custom
88,000 Miles,
T/C, PW, PL, CD.
Stk. #GC9133A

T/C, PW, PL, CD.
Stk. #P7430A

$6,995*

$8,996*

$4 995*

ge Avenger SE
2006 Chrysler kb/6'g Touring 2002 Pontiac Grand Prix GT 2008 Dod
59,000 Miles,
69,000 Miles,
Heated Leather,
Moonroof.
Stk. #GT0047A

47,000 PAiles,
Leather, Moonroof,
Chrome Wheeis,
Satellite Radio.
Stk. #P7424

.•

T/C, PW, PL, CD.
Stk. #CP735

,
Wet

*mu sattst

vouraro:

$9 899*

$8,623*

$11,789*

tem Includea. Some photos tor iliustratasn purposes
•Disclarner Ail pocos plus tax title arid license additiortai $149 doc
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BUICK

Drive Beautiful

P'EPPti- ef

2400 E. Wood St •Paris • 642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

Hrs tvl-F 8a m 6pm,Sat 8a m -5p.m.

www.peppersautornotive.com
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